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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

A. WITNESS QUALIFICATIONS 2 

Q. Please state your name, business address, and job title. 3 

A. My name is Jennifer L. Hinman.  I work for the Illinois Commerce Commission, 4 

527 East Capitol Avenue, Springfield, Illinois  62701.  I am employed as an 5 

Economic Analyst in the Policy Division in the Public Utilities Bureau at the Illinois 6 

Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”).   7 

Q. What are your responsibilities within the Commission’s Policy Division? 8 

A. I monitor, review, and analyze filings and participate as a witness and case 9 

manager as assigned in docketed Commission cases.  I participate in ICC Policy 10 

Committee Meetings when requested.  My work with the Commission has 11 

primarily focused on energy efficiency and plug-in electric vehicles.  I have been 12 

involved in a number of docketed proceedings concerning these issues.  I 13 

monitor and review the independent evaluation process for the energy efficiency 14 

programs.  I participate in the Illinois energy efficiency Stakeholder Advisory 15 

Group (“SAG”).  I participated in the development of the first edition of the Illinois 16 

Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency (“IL-TRM”) and 17 

continue to actively participate in the annual IL-TRM Update Process through the 18 

SAG’s Technical Advisory Committee (“TAC”).  I have been involved with hosting 19 

workshops at the ICC concerning energy efficiency cost-effectiveness analysis 20 

and the Illinois Power Agency (“IPA”) procurement of energy efficiency.  I 21 
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participated in the ICC’s Initiative on Plug-in Electric Vehicles and attended the 22 

Illinois Electric Vehicle Advisory Council meetings.   23 

Q. Please describe your educational background. 24 

A. I graduated from Illinois State University with a Master of Science degree in 25 

Applied Economics with a specialization in the Electricity, Natural Gas, and 26 

Telecommunications Economics Regulatory sequence in May of 2010.  I earned 27 

a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics with a Financial Certificate and 28 

graduated summa cum laude from the University Honors Program at Armstrong 29 

Atlantic State University in Savannah, Georgia in May of 2008. 30 

Q. Please describe your professional experience prior to your employment at 31 

the ICC. 32 

A. Prior to joining the Commission Staff (“Staff”) in April of 2010, I worked as a 33 

Graduate Assistant in the Applied Economics Department at Illinois State 34 

University.  I was an intern in the Regulatory Department at AT&T Illinois in 35 

Chicago during the summer of 2009.  During my time at AT&T, I compiled and 36 

analyzed data and provided detailed recommendations on AT&T Illinois’ 37 

Alternative Regulation Plan on individual service margins.  In addition, I reviewed 38 

the tariffing process and assisted in the filing of wholesale tariffs. 39 

B. SUBJECT MATTER 40 

Q. What is the subject matter of this proceeding?  41 

A. This case concerns the filing by Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas 42 

Company (“Nicor” or “Nicor Gas” or “Company”) of an energy efficiency Plan 43 
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(“Plan” or “Plan 2” or “EEP”) (Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.1) to implement energy 44 

efficiency programs, pursuant to Section 8-104 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act 45 

(“Act”).  220 ILCS 5/8-104(f).  This is the Company’s second EEP filing and 46 

applies to gas program years (or “PY”) 4, 5, and 6 and runs from June 1, 2014 47 

through May 31, 2017.  48 

C. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 49 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 50 

A. The purpose of my testimony is, first, to address several shortcomings with the 51 

Company’s Plan as they relate to the required showings set forth in Section 8-52 

104 of the Act.  53 

Second, the Company seeks approval to have “the flexibility to manage 54 

program budgets and savings across the three years of the EEP and across the 55 

different programs within the EEP.”  (Nicor Gas Ex 1.0, 40:881-883.)  I offer my 56 

assessment of whether the Commission should grant this flexibility.  57 

Third, I address the Company’s request for an adjustable savings goal.  58 

(Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 32-34, 41:905-911.) 59 

Finally, I address a number of evaluation-related issues, including the 60 

Company’s request to modify the Illinois Net-to-Gross (“NTG”) Framework (Staff 61 

Exhibit 1.6) that the Commission adopted in the Company’s previous Plan filing.  62 

Northern Ill. Gas Co. d/b/a Nicor Gas Co., ICC Order Docket No. 10-0562, 30 (May 63 

24, 2011) (“Plan 1 Order”).  I also discuss the importance of establishing consistent 64 
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statewide net savings methodologies and evaluation policies related to fuel 65 

switching measures.           66 

Staff witness Dr. David Brightwell (Staff Exhibit 2.0) addresses the third 67 

component of the Company’s NTG Framework proposal regarding including and 68 

excluding free-ridership and spillover rates in NTG ratio (“NTGR”) values.  (Nicor 69 

Gas Ex. 2.0, 17:371-376.)  Dr. Brightwell provides an alternative recommendation 70 

for a comprehensive portfolio-level evaluation of spillover.  Dr. Brightwell addresses 71 

the incentives under a partially retrospective application of NTGR values under 72 

Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG Framework proposal (Staff Exhibit 1.1).   73 

Q. Do you address every issue raised by the Company in its testimony? 74 

A. No.  My silence on an issue or failure to address any statement or position 75 

offered by the Company in this proceeding should not be construed as either an 76 

endorsement or a criticism of that statement or position. 77 

D. ATTACHMENTS 78 

Q. Are you sponsoring any attachments with your testimony? 79 

A. Yes.  The following exhibits are attached: 80 

Staff Exhibit 1.1 contains Staff’s proposed Modified Illinois NTG Framework. 81 

Staff Exhibit 1.2 contains the independent Evaluators’ suggested schedules for 82 

deeming energy efficiency values in Illinois, which supports the dates set forth in 83 

Staff’s proposed Modified Illinois NTG Framework. 84 
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Staff Exhibit 1.3 contains Nicor Gas Responses (“Resp.”) to Staff Data Requests 85 

(“DR”) JLH 1.04 – JLH 1.11 and JLH 1.15. 86 

Staff Exhibit 1.4 contains the IL-TRM Policy Document.1 87 

Staff Exhibit 1.5 contains NTG Ratio Presentations. 88 

Staff Exhibit 1.6 contains the Plan 1 NTG Framework. 89 

Staff Exhibit 1.7 contains an example of NTG protocols from another state. 90 

Staff Exhibit 1.8 contains the Company’s Plan 1 quarterly reports to the 91 

Commission from PY1Q1 through PY3Q2. 92 

Staff Exhibit 1.9 contains Nicor EEP 1 – Revision for Compliance Filing. 93 

Staff Exhibit 1.10 contains Nicor PY1 Small Business Evaluation Report. 94 

Staff Exhibit 1.11 contains Nicor PY2 Small Business Evaluation Report. 95 

II. SHORTCOMINGS RELATED TO REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVAL OF THE PLAN 96 

Q. What requirements must the Company’s Plan meet in order to be approved 97 

by the Commission? 98 

A. While I am not an attorney, my understanding is that Section 8-104 of the Act 99 

contains requirements that the Company’s Plan must meet.  220 ILCS 5/8-104.  100 

Section 8-104 includes savings goals the Company must comply with; spending 101 

constraints; minimum filing requirements; and limits on spending for 102 

demonstration of breakthrough equipment and devices.   Additionally, the 103 

                                            
1  Policy Division Staff Report dated December 18, 2012, Attachment A (Policy Document for the 
Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency Final as of October 25, 2012), 
Ameren Ill. Co., et al., ICC Docket No. 13-0077 (Oct. 25, 2012) (“IL-TRM Policy Document”). 
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Commission approved and adopted the IL-TRM Policy Document (Staff Exhibit 104 

1.4), which requires use of the most current Commission-approved IL-TRM (See, 105 

Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 18:403-404; Staff Ex. 1.4, 11) in the Company’s Plan filing.  106 

See, Ameren Ill. Co., et al., ICC Order Docket No. 13-0077, 6-7 (March 27, 107 

2013); Ameren Ill. Co., et al., ICC Order on Rehearing Docket No. 13-0077, 8, 108 

11, 17-19 (Oct. 2, 2013).   109 

Q. Do you address whether the Company’s Plan meets all of the filing 110 

requirements in your testimony? 111 

A. No.  My silence on a filing requirement should not be construed as either an 112 

endorsement or a criticism of the Company’s ability to satisfy that minimum 113 

requirement for Plan approval. 114 

A. SECTION 8-104(F)(8) OF THE ACT: INDEPENDENT EVALUATION CONTRACT 115 

Q. What are your recommendations concerning the independent evaluation 116 

contract? 117 

A. I recommend the Commission adopt the following findings: 118 

(1) The Company shall file the independent evaluation contract and scope of work 119 
in this docket within fourteen days of execution. 120 

(2) The Company shall continue to include language in the independent evaluation 121 
contract such that the Commission can: (a) terminate the contract if the 122 
Commission determines the Evaluator was not acting independently; and (b) 123 
prevent the Company from terminating the contract without Commission 124 
approval. 125 

(3) The independent Evaluator is responsible for performing the three-year cost-126 
effectiveness analysis per Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act. 127 
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Q. Why should the Commission adopt your recommendations concerning the 128 

independent evaluation contract? 129 

A. The Commission should adopt my recommendations in order to help ensure the 130 

“independence” of the evaluation required by statute.  While I am not an attorney, 131 

Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act appears to require an annual independent review, 132 

and a full independent evaluation of the three-year results of the performance 133 

and the cost-effectiveness of the Company’s portfolio of measures and broader 134 

net program impacts.  220 ILCS 5/8-104(f)(8). 135 

The Commission has repeatedly held that in order for the evaluation to be 136 

“independent,” the utility must not have total control over the evaluator hired to 137 

conduct the independent evaluation mandated by statute (“Evaluator”) and the 138 

Commission retains the right to approve the hiring and firing of the Evaluator.  The 139 

Commission has previously ordered the Commonwealth Edison Company 140 

(“ComEd”) to submit its contract with its independent Evaluator as a compliance 141 

filing within ten days of its execution. Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Order on 142 

Rehearing Docket No. 07-0540, 4 (March 26, 2008).  The Commission stated:  143 

We note that the evaluator would not be “independent,” as required by 144 
statute, if ComEd had total control over that evaluator. However, that 145 
does not mean that this Commission should be involved in the 146 
designing of an RFP, conducting interviews, and doing the many other 147 
tasks involved in hiring this evaluator. Rather, it means that this 148 
Commission has a supervisory capacity regarding the hiring and firing 149 
of this evaluator, meaning that ComEd must gain Commission consent 150 
to make the hiring and firing decisions regarding this evaluator. 151 

We further note that the approach taken by the AG/CUB for gaining 152 
Commission consent is a reasonable one. ComEd would make 153 
compliance filings in this docket regarding its contractual relationship 154 
with the evaluator, as is set forth above. Pursuant to this approach, if 155 
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Commission Staff had any concerns after review of these compliance 156 
filings, it could issue a Report to the Commission expressing its 157 
concerns, and, in the appropriate situation, this Commission could 158 
open a docket for the purpose of determining whether ComEd violated 159 
Section [8]-103 of the Public Utilities Act.  160 

Id. at 3 (emphasis added).  As the passage above makes clear, the Commission 161 

determined that its supervision of the retention process was necessary to help 162 

ensure the independence of the evaluation required by the electric energy 163 

efficiency statute.  While ComEd is an electric utility and Nicor Gas is a gas utility, 164 

Section 8-104(f)(8), like Section 8-103(f)(7), requires independent evaluations of 165 

the energy efficiency programs.  Accordingly, the Commission should adopt my 166 

proposal to require the Company to file the evaluation contract and scope of work 167 

within fourteen days of execution to help ensure the independence of the evaluation 168 

required by Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act.  Of course, if the contract or scope of 169 

work contains confidential and proprietary material, the Company, which is in the 170 

best position to identify such material, can ensure it is redacted when filing the 171 

documents in this proceeding. 172 

In addition to the filing of the evaluation contract in Docket No. 07-0540, the 173 

Commission ordered that any independent evaluation contract “provide that this 174 

Commission has the right to: approve or reject the contract; direct [the utility] to 175 

terminate the evaluator, if the Commission determines that the evaluator is unable 176 

or unwilling to provide an independent evaluation; and approve any action by the 177 

utility that would result in termination of the evaluator during the term of the 178 

contract.”  Id. at  4.  In the Company’s Plan 1 Order, the Commission made similar 179 
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findings concerning the independent evaluation contract.  Plan 1 Order at 29.  The 180 

Plan 1 Order states: 181 

The Commission agrees with Staff that Nicor should provide language 182 
in the contracts of the independent evaluators so that the Commission 183 
can: (1) terminate the contracts if it determined the evaluators were not 184 
acting independently; and (2) prevent the utilities from terminating the 185 
contracts without Commission approval. These provisions were 186 
included in the contracts of the utilities in ICC Dockets 07-0539 and 187 
07-0540 to ensure that the evaluators were truly independent from the 188 
utilities.   189 

Id.  The Commission should again direct the Company to continue to include 190 

language in the independent evaluation contracts providing that the Commission 191 

can: (1) terminate the contract if the Commission determines the Evaluator was not 192 

acting independently; and (2) prevent the Company from terminating the contract 193 

without Commission approval. 194 

The Commission should also clarify in this proceeding that the independent 195 

Evaluator is responsible for performing the ex post cost-effectiveness analysis 196 

required by Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act.  Nicor Gas has stated that rather than 197 

having the Evaluator produce the cost-effectiveness analysis, that Nicor Gas itself 198 

should produce the independent cost-effectiveness analysis and provide it to the 199 

independent Evaluator to comply with Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act.  (Nicor Gas 200 

Resp. to Staff DR JLH 1.15, Staff Ex. 1.3, 13; Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 15:331-332.)  201 

From a policy perspective, the Company’s position that it is the entity responsible 202 

for performing the “independent” cost-effectiveness analysis required by Section 8-203 

104(f)(8) of the Act is misguided.  Consistent with the Commission’s findings 204 

discussed above concerning the independent Evaluator performing the 205 
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independent evaluation, logically an independent Evaluator should also be 206 

performing the independent cost-effectiveness analysis specified in the same filing 207 

requirement.  Accordingly, the Commission should clarify that the independent 208 

Evaluator is responsible for performing the independent three-year cost-209 

effectiveness analysis required by Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act. 210 

B. SECTION 8-104(I) OF THE ACT: SAVINGS GOAL COMPLIANCE PROCEEDING 211 

Q. What are your recommendations concerning the savings goal compliance 212 

proceeding? 213 

A. I recommend the Commission adopt the following findings: 214 

(1) The three-year cost-effectiveness results by program shall be reviewed and 215 
reported to the Commission in the three-year savings goal compliance 216 
proceeding per Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act. 217 

(2) The Company is directed to petition the Commission to initiate the three-year 218 
savings goal compliance proceeding once the Section 8-104(f)(8) independent 219 
evaluation reports are available.   220 

Q. Why should the Commission adopt your recommendations concerning the 221 

savings goal compliance proceeding? 222 

A. While I am not an attorney, it is my understanding that Section 8-104(i) of the Act 223 

requires (1) gas utilities which have failed to achieve statutory energy savings 224 

goals in a cost-effective manner  to make a contribution to the Low-Income Home 225 

Energy Assistance Program (“LIHEAP”) for failure to meet its portion of the 226 

statutory energy savings goals approved by the Commission, and (2) to transfer 227 

the responsibility for implementing the energy efficiency measures to an 228 

independent program administrator selected by the Commission in the event the 229 
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Company fails to meet its portion of the statutory energy savings goals over the 230 

course of Plan 1 and Plan 2.  220 ILCS 5/8-104(i); (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 30:656.)   231 

Historically, similar determinations have been made in docketed Commission 232 

proceedings.  See, Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Order Docket No. 10-0520, 233 

7 (May 16, 2012).     234 

The Commission should review the independent cost-effectiveness analysis 235 

in the savings goal compliance proceeding because (1) the two subjects are closely 236 

related, (2) it is likely many of the same evaluation reports will be needed if the 237 

subjects are assessed in separate dockets, and (3) it is more efficient to conduct a 238 

single proceeding than conduct two separate proceedings.   239 

The Commission should require the Company to petition the Commission to 240 

initiate the three-year savings goal compliance proceeding because it is difficult to 241 

establish at this juncture what date all of the evaluation documents and cost-242 

effectiveness analyses will be available in order to specify a date for the 243 

Commission to initiate an investigation.  Having the Company petition the 244 

Commission once the independent evaluation documents and cost-effectiveness 245 

analyses are available is a reasonable course of action to initiate the review of 246 

whether the Company has met its statutory energy savings goals in a cost-effective 247 

manner as required by Section 8-104(i) of the Act.   248 

III. FLEXIBILITY, COST-EFFECTIVENESS, REPORTING 249 

Q. What are your recommendations concerning flexibility, cost-effectiveness, 250 

and reporting? 251 
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A. I recommend the Commission grant the Company’s request for flexibility subject 252 

to the Commission adopting the following four requirements: 253 

(1) The Company is directed to stay apprised of and respond prudently and 254 
reasonably to information concerning energy efficiency measure and program 255 
level cost-effectiveness while implementing its Plan to help ensure the Plan 256 
produces and maximizes the net benefits to Illinois ratepayers envisioned by 257 
Section 8-104 of the Act and remains in compliance with all other statutory 258 
objectives.    259 

(2) The Company is directed to include a discussion of how it utilized the flexibility it 260 
was granted in its quarterly reports filed with the Commission in this docket.  261 
The quarterly reports shall summarize program activities, implementation 262 
modifications, additions or discontinuations of specific energy efficiency 263 
measures or programs, spending and savings amounts compared to the Plan 264 
filing, how the Company responds to past Evaluators’ recommendations and 265 
changes in the IL-TRM, NTG ratios, market research findings, and other 266 
relevant information the Company relies upon in making its decisions.  To the 267 
extent such changes significantly impact the portfolio and expected cost-268 
effectiveness in the view of the Company, the Company shall also report 269 
revised projected program-level and portfolio-level TRC test cost-effectiveness 270 
results for the program year.  271 

(3) The Company is required to provide cost-effectiveness screening results in its 272 
quarterly reports filed with the Commission in this docket for new energy 273 
efficiency measures the Company adds to its Plan during implementation.  274 

(4) The Company is required to limit the participation of cost-ineffective measures 275 
to no more than the levels proposed in its Plan, with the following conditions:   276 

a. If a measure is cost-effective in the vast majority of building types to which it 277 
is directed and marketed, then the Company need not attempt to limit 278 
participation of the energy efficiency measure within a program year.   279 

b. If the cost-ineffective measures are a necessary component for 280 
implementing cost-effective measures (e.g., comprehensive whole home 281 
dual fuel programs), then the Company need not attempt to limit 282 
participation of the energy efficiency measure within a program year.   283 

c. The Company shall provide cost-effectiveness screening results in its 284 
quarterly reports filed with the Commission in this docket for measures 285 
previously projected to be cost-ineffective that become cost-effective over 286 
the course of the Plan such that it is clear that limitations on participation of 287 
these measures is no longer necessary. 288 

If condition (4) is not adopted, then the following alternative should be adopted:  289 
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Alternative to (4): Nicor Gas shall explain in its quarterly reports filed with the 290 
Commission in this docket the extenuating circumstances for each new cost-291 
ineffective measure Nicor Gas adds to its Plan after Commission approval and 292 
the extenuating circumstances surrounding exceeding the participation 293 
estimates included in the Plan for cost-ineffective measures.   294 

This alternative proposal to condition (4) provides for transparency to stakeholders 295 

and the Commission during the implementation of the Company’s Plan.    296 

Q. What is the Company’s position regarding portfolio flexibility? 297 

A. The Company requests the Commission grant Nicor Gas flexibility in 298 

implementing its Plan and managing spending and savings for the overall 299 

portfolio, rather than for individual programs and support functions.  (Nicor Gas 300 

Ex 1.0, 21.)   Nicor Gas supports the Commission imposing the same three 301 

flexibility conditions adopted in the last Plan.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 21-22.) 302 

Q. Are there any major differences between Plan 1 and Plan 2 that may warrant a 303 

change in the flexibility conditions? 304 

A. Yes. In the Plan 1 filing, the Company projected it could meet the statutory 305 

energy savings goals.  In this Plan 2 filing, the Company proposes to significantly 306 

reduce the statutory energy savings goals due to the Section 8-104(d) ratepayer 307 

impact budget cap.  The Company argues that it could achieve greater energy 308 

savings than the savings goals it is requesting the Commission approve in this 309 

proceeding, but this would reduce the diversity in the portfolio and would “not do 310 

as good a job as the Company’s proposed EEP in meeting the other objectives 311 

required by the Act that are important to long-term portfolio success.”  (Nicor Gas 312 

Ex. 1.0, 19:420-421.)  In the last Plan filing, all energy efficiency measures and 313 

programs that the Company proposed for inclusion in the Plan, with the 314 
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exception of the Furnace Tune-Up in the Small Business Direct Install Program 315 

(TRC=0.8), were considered cost-effective and screened to satisfy the total 316 

resource cost (“TRC”) test.2  Plan 1 Order at 39; (Staff Ex. 1.9, 109.)  This is the 317 

first Plan filing in which the Company proposes (1) modified energy savings goals 318 

for every program year of its Plan and (2) to promote a number of cost-ineffective 319 

energy efficiency measures and cost-ineffective energy efficiency programs.  As 320 

a general matter, “cost-effective” means the projected benefits exceed the 321 

projected costs (i.e., positive net benefits), the total resource cost (“TRC”) test 322 

benefit-cost ratio is above 1.0, and the TRC test net present value is greater than 323 

zero.   324 

Q. Has the Commission previously approved flexibility in other instances? 325 

A. Yes.  The Commission previously approved flexibility for the Company in 326 

administering its energy efficiency programs in ICC Docket No. 10-0562.  Plan 1 327 

Order at 43-44.  In that case, the Commission imposed certain limits on the 328 

Company’s request for flexibility and required the Company to request 329 
                                            
2 The total resource cost test is used to determine whether energy efficiency measures, programs, and 
the entire portfolio or Plan is cost-effective and provides net economic benefits to ratepayers.  The TRC 
test is defined in Section 8-104(b) of the Act:  

For purposes of this Section, "energy efficiency" means measures that reduce the amount of energy 
required to achieve a given end use and "cost-effective" means that the measures satisfy the total 
resource cost test which, for purposes of this Section, means a standard that is met if, for an 
investment in energy efficiency, the benefit-cost ratio is greater than one. The benefit-cost ratio is the 
ratio of the net present value of the total benefits of the measures to the net present value of the total 
costs as calculated over the lifetime of the measures. The total resource cost test compares the sum 
of avoided natural gas utility costs, representing the benefits that accrue to the system and the 
participant in the delivery of those efficiency measures, as well as other quantifiable societal benefits, 
including avoided electric utility costs, to the sum of all incremental costs of end use measures 
(including both utility and participant contributions), plus costs to administer, deliver, and evaluate 
each demand-side measure, to quantify the net savings obtained by substituting demand-side 
measures for supply resources. In calculating avoided costs, reasonable estimates shall be included 
for financial costs likely to be imposed by future regulation of emissions of greenhouse gases. The 
low-income programs described in item (4) of subsection (f) of this Section shall not be required to 
meet the total resource cost test. 

220 ILCS 5/8-104(b) (emphasis added). 
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Commission approval prior to exceeding certain limitations.  Id.  Specifically, the 330 

Plan 1 Order states: 331 

We find that in regards to flexibility, Nicor should follow the established 332 
criteria found in ComEd’s Plan in Docket 10-0570 by which the utility 333 
would inform the SAG if it intended to significantly modify the plan. 334 
Nicor should fully discuss with the SAG prior to initiating the change, 335 
any shift in the budget that results in a 20% or greater change to any 336 
program’s budget, or that eliminates or adds a program. Further, Nicor 337 
shall not shift more than 10% of spending between residential and 338 
[Commercial and Industrial (“C&I”)] sectors without Commission 339 
approval; and Nicor shall not modify its plans such that it no longer 340 
meets the statutory requirements for allocations to the low income and 341 
state and local government markets.  342 

Id.  As noted above, Nicor Gas requests the Commission impose the same 343 

flexibility limitations during Plan 2 that the Commission did during Plan 1.  (Nicor 344 

Gas Ex. 1.0, 21, 43.)  Nicor provides an example of using such flexibility during 345 

Plan 1 by spending more than double the budgeted amount on the Small Business 346 

Program and spending only a little over half of the budgeted amount on the Retro-347 

Commissioning Program.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 7:163-168.)  The Company’s past 348 

use of flexibility demonstrates it is prepared to shift significant funds across energy 349 

efficiency programs in comparison to the budgets set forth in the Plan, which is 350 

consistent with the flexibility granted to Nicor Gas in the last Plan.   351 

The Commission also recently granted MidAmerican Energy Company 352 

flexibility in administering its energy efficiency programs.  The most recent 353 

Commission Order concerning utility flexibility in administering energy efficiency 354 

programs states: 355 

The Commission agrees with MidAmerican and Staff that flexibility to 356 
administer MidAmerican’s energy efficiency programs is critical to the 357 
success of the energy efficiency programs in Illinois.  The Commission 358 
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hereby approves MidAmerican’s request for flexibility and the annual 359 
review process identified by MidAmerican witness Yoder in her rebuttal 360 
testimony.  MidAmerican is granted the flexibility to shift funds across 361 
programs in a prudent manner.  MidAmerican is granted the flexibility 362 
to add, remove, or modify its energy efficiency programs and 363 
measures in a prudent manner as needed in order to maximize cost-364 
effectiveness and net economic benefits for ratepayers … The 365 
Commission commends MidAmerican for its commitment to 366 
maximizing net economic benefits for Illinois ratepayers as described 367 
in MidAmerican’s annual review process. 368 

MidAmerican Energy Co., ICC Order Docket Nos. 13-0423/13-0424 (Cons.), 12 369 

(Dec. 18, 2013) (“MidAmerican Order”). 370 

Q. Do you support the Company’s request for flexibility?  371 

A. Yes, subject to the adoption of certain additional requirements.  As the 372 

Commission stated in its most recent Order, flexibility is critical to the success of 373 

energy efficiency programs in Illinois, and utilities should be granted the flexibility 374 

to prudently respond to changing circumstances over the course of the Plan in 375 

order to maximize cost-effectiveness and net economic benefits for ratepayers.  376 

MidAmerican Order at 12.  The Commission further found that reporting 377 

requirements and review processes were appropriate requirements in the 378 

granting of such flexibility so that the Commission is kept apprised of the 379 

changes made to the Plan.  See, MidAmerican Order at 11, 24-26.  I support the 380 

Company’s request for flexibility subject to the Commission adopting the four 381 

requirements identified above. 382 

Q. Why should the Commission require reporting with respect to mid-Plan 383 

changes in granting the Company flexibility to administer its energy 384 

efficiency programs? 385 
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A. The Company’s existing quarterly reports have not sufficiently explained changes 386 

to the Plan.  (See, Staff Ex. 1.8.)  They also have not adequately documented the 387 

Company’s decisions to exercise its flexibility.  Id.  The Company proposes a 388 

continuation of this reporting.  (Nicor Gas Exs. 1.0, 15, 1.1, 67, 79, 81.)   389 

Logically, it follows that in exercising the flexibility the Commission grants to 390 

Nicor Gas, the Company should apprise the Commission of how it uses that 391 

flexibility and the reasons for such changes.  Such information will provide the 392 

Commission with transparency and insight into the Company’s decision-making 393 

process.  In light of the significant flexibility that the Company is requesting the 394 

Commission grant it and the significantly modified goals the Company proposes 395 

based on its approach to portfolio design, this recommendation is reasonable, 396 

and should be adopted.  397 

Q. Please explain why the Commission should order the Company to (1) limit 398 

the participation of cost-ineffective measures to no more than the levels 399 

proposed in its Plan; and (2) provide cost-effectiveness screening results for 400 

new energy efficiency measures the Company adds to its Plan during 401 

implementation. 402 

A. Should the Commission grant the Company’s request for flexibility, it should also 403 

direct the Company to avoid over-promoting cost-ineffective measures to help 404 

ensure that participation of cost-ineffective measures does not exceed 405 

expectations in the Company’s Plan.  Including new cost-ineffective energy 406 

efficiency measures within the energy efficiency programs increases the risk that 407 

the entire portfolio may become cost-ineffective.  The addition of a cost-408 
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ineffective measure and the existence of cost-ineffective programs both serve to 409 

reduce net benefits to ratepayers, which makes it more difficult for the policy 410 

objectives established in the energy efficiency statute to be realized (i.e., direct 411 

and indirect costs to consumers will be reduced through investment in cost-412 

effective energy efficiency measures).  220 ILCS 5/8-104(a).  Thus, even if the 413 

addition of cost-ineffective measures during the Plan implementation does not 414 

make the entire Plan cost-ineffective, the implementation of cost-ineffective 415 

energy efficiency measures still serves to reduce net benefits to ratepayers.  416 

I acknowledge there may be certain extenuating circumstances where it may 417 

be appropriate to include certain cost-ineffective energy efficiency measures in the 418 

Plan.  However, unlimited promotion of such cost-ineffective energy efficiency 419 

measures should not be permitted.  Certain limitations on implementing cost-420 

ineffective energy efficiency measures are necessary and appropriate. If evidence 421 

exists that inclusion of an energy efficiency measure in the Plan is both cost-422 

ineffective and unlikely to serve the goal of establishing longer term, cost-effective, 423 

robust efficiency savings, then that energy efficiency measure should be excluded.   424 

The Commission did not impose the same flexibility restriction Staff 425 

recommends here concerning limiting cost-ineffective measures in the previous 426 

Plan filing.  However, as explained above, this Plan 2 filing is different from the 427 

previous Plan filing because the Company is not planning to meet the unmodified 428 

statutory energy savings goals in any program year of Plan 2.  Further, in the last 429 

Plan filing, all measures and programs that the Company proposed for inclusion in 430 

the Plan, with the exception of the furnace tune-up measure in the Small Business 431 
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Direct Install Program (TRC=0.8), were considered cost-effective and screened to 432 

satisfy the TRC test.  Plan 1 Order at 39; (Staff Ex. 1.9, 109.)  This is the first Plan 433 

filing in which the Company proposes modified energy savings goals for every 434 

program year of its Plan and further proposes to promote a number of cost-435 

ineffective measures and cost-ineffective energy efficiency programs.  Accordingly, 436 

the Commission has a critical policy decision to make in this docket.  437 

It should also be noted that the Company quantified additional societal 438 

benefits in its cost-effectiveness analysis to account for risk management, building 439 

occupant comfort, economic development, job creation, reduced maintenance cost, 440 

increased safety, public health, and national security.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1, 85.)  441 

Thus, any contention that the TRC values are understated should be rejected.   442 

In Nicor’s Plan 1, the Company forecasted that 50 furnace tune-ups would 443 

be delivered in PY1, 91 in PY2, and 157 in PY3 (collectively 298 furnace tune-ups 444 

over Plan 1) under the assumption that the TRC for this measure was 0.8, and 445 

therefore cost-ineffective.  (Staff Ex. 1.9, 109, 128.)  In using the flexibility granted 446 

to the Company by the Commission, the Company actually delivered 242 furnace 447 

tune-ups in PY1 alone (over four times the forecasted amount in the Commission-448 

approved Plan) and 180 furnace tune-ups in PY2 for a total of 422 furnace tune-ups 449 

during Plan 1 (excluding the number delivered during PY3), which is already 174% 450 

of targeted amount, and all of which were, as noted above, cost-ineffective and 451 

produced negative net benefits to ratepayers.  (Staff Ex. 1.11, 54; Staff Ex. 1.10, 452 

29.)  As noted above, Nicor Gas provides an example of using flexibility during Plan 453 

1 by spending more than double the budgeted amount on the Small Business 454 
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Program.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 7:163-168.)  The cost-ineffective furnace tune-up 455 

measure is promoted through the Small Business Program.  Thus, the additional 456 

funds Nicor Gas shifted to the Small Business Program were spent in part on 457 

promoting additional cost-ineffective furnace tune-up measures as opposed to 458 

promoting cost-effective measures which would provide positive net benefits for 459 

ratepayers.  The Company’s past use of flexibility to promote additional cost-460 

ineffective measures demonstrates the Commission should impose certain flexibility 461 

limitations on Nicor Gas during Plan 2 to ensure that ratepayers receive the net 462 

benefits they deserve.  Based on this actual experience, if the Commission 463 

approves the Company’s Plan 2 with the cost-ineffective measures and programs 464 

and no flexibility limitations, the Company will have no incentive to ensure that the 465 

net benefits forecasted in the Plan actually materialize for its ratepayers, who are 466 

funding the energy efficiency programs.   467 

There are a variety of ways in which the Company can influence the level of 468 

adoption of certain energy efficiency measures if the Commission grants the 469 

Company’s request for flexibility.   With respect to limiting to a particular level, I 470 

understand the Company generally prefers to alter energy efficiency measure 471 

offerings on a program year basis based on its proposed modifications to the NTG 472 

Framework which continue to involve NTG changes occurring on a program year 473 

basis.  To the extent one of the cost-ineffective measures exceeds Plan 2 474 

expectations in the first program year, the Company could discontinue offering the 475 

cost-ineffective measure in the second program year.  The Company could adjust 476 

incentive levels and marketing of cost-ineffective measures in order to affect their 477 
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adoption level.  The Company could also state in its marketing that the energy 478 

efficiency measure is limited to the first X number of customers, so customers’ 479 

expectations are appropriately set at the outset.  These ways are simply part of the 480 

Company’s existing ongoing planning, management, and marketing practices. 481 

To the extent the Company is allowed to include cost-ineffective measures 482 

in the Plan, it should not be allowed to add new cost-ineffective measures after 483 

Commission approval of the Plan.  This Plan filing is the appropriate time for the 484 

Company to demonstrate extenuating circumstances that would justify inclusion of 485 

such cost-ineffective energy efficiency measures in the Plan. It should be noted that 486 

in ICC Docket No. 12-0132, the Commission required such extenuating 487 

circumstances to be explained in a Plan filing for cost-ineffective measures, when 488 

the Commission ordered that the utility “should only include [energy efficiency] 489 

measures shown to be cost-effective for Illinois ratepayers … unless extenuating 490 

circumstances are shown that would argue for inclusion of such measures or 491 

programs.”  MidAmerican Energy Co., ICC Order Docket No. 12-0132, 17-18 (Oct. 492 

17, 2012) (“12-0132 Order”).  It serves the public interest to require the Company to 493 

make such showings within this Plan proceeding where they can be evaluated by 494 

the Commission.   495 

The Company explains what it believes to be the extenuating circumstances 496 

for certain cost-ineffective measures in its direct testimony.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 3.0, 8-497 

9.)  The Company claims that the cost-ineffective furnace tune-up measures and 498 

the attic insulation measures create opportunities that result in increased 499 

participation in other measures through the small business offerings.  (Nicor Gas 500 
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Ex. 3.0, 184-189.)  In order to adequately support its assertions, the Company 501 

should provide in its rebuttal testimony the statistics associated with the additional 502 

efficiency measures adopted by customers that received these cost-ineffective 503 

measures through the energy efficiency program during Plan 1.   504 

The Company’s explanation for including cost-ineffective water heaters, 505 

namely that “customers often expect rebates associated with water heaters[,]” is 506 

insufficient to justify inclusion of such extremely cost-ineffective energy efficiency 507 

measures.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 3.0, 8.)  Tankless water heaters have a TRC test 508 

benefit-cost ratio of between 0.15 (which indicates the projected costs of 509 

implementing the measure are over six times the projected benefits of 510 

implementation) and 0.36 depending on size, which is far below the 1.0 cost-511 

effectiveness threshold.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1, 95-96.)  Nicor Gas should shift the 512 

funds associated with the extremely cost-ineffective water heaters to cost-effective 513 

measures.   514 

The Company also argues that the cost-ineffective energy efficiency 515 

measures represent “a small proportion of the costs and benefits associated with 516 

these programs[.]”  (Nicor Gas Ex. 3.0, 8.)  As explained above, the forecasted 517 

participation of cost-ineffective furnace tune-up measures in Plan 1 was 518 

significantly exceeded during the actual implementation of the Company’s Plan.  519 

The way to ensure that the cost-ineffective measures continue to represent a small 520 

proportion of the costs associated with these energy efficiency programs is to 521 

impose restrictions that limit participation of these cost-ineffective energy efficiency 522 

measures during implementation of Plan 2.   523 
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The Company should re-design the Behavioral Energy Savings Program 524 

and the Home Energy Savings Program such that they produce forecasted net 525 

benefits to ratepayers.  With respect to the Home Energy Savings Program and any 526 

other joint energy efficiency program, the Company should provide in its rebuttal 527 

testimony the cost-effectiveness of such joint energy efficiency programs, taking 528 

into consideration both the gas and electric costs and benefits as required by the IL 529 

TRC test definition.  While I am not an attorney, my understanding is that Section 8-530 

104(f)(5) of the Act requires the Company’s Plan filing to demonstrate that the 531 

Company’s overall portfolio of energy efficiency measures, not including programs 532 

administered by the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity 533 

(“DCEO”), are cost-effective using the TRC test and represent a diverse cross-534 

section of opportunities for customers of all rate classes to participate in the energy 535 

efficiency programs.  220 ILCS 5/8-104(f)(5).  While the Company concedes that 536 

two of its proposed energy efficiency programs are cost-ineffective for Plan 2, it 537 

appears the Company excluded the electric costs and benefits in its IL TRC test 538 

cost-effectiveness analysis for the joint energy efficiency programs implemented 539 

with ComEd.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1, 23, 83-96.)  Both the gas and electric costs and 540 

benefits must be included as part of the IL TRC test as specified in the TRC test 541 

definition.  220 ILCS 5/8-104(b).  Nicor Gas also notes that, in some cases, the joint 542 

energy efficiency programs call for joint financial incentives to customers.  (Nicor 543 

Gas Ex. 1.0, 22-23.)  In rebuttal testimony, the Company should provide the cost-544 

effectiveness results including both gas and electric benefits and costs for the joint 545 
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energy efficiency programs such that whether the Company has complied with this 546 

minimum requirement for Plan approval can be assessed. 547 

To help ensure the flexibility restrictions are complied with, the Commission 548 

should order the Company to provide the TRC cost-effectiveness screening results 549 

for any new energy efficiency measures the Company decides to add to its Plan 550 

during implementation in its statutorily-required quarterly reports.  This would 551 

ensure that the Commission is informed of the TRC results for energy efficiency 552 

measures that are not forecasted to be implemented during Plan 2.  The 553 

Commission requires that a utility indicate the forecasted TRC values of all energy 554 

efficiency measures and programs that are to be implemented under its proposed 555 

Plan.  Logically, it follows that in exercising the flexibility the Commission grants to 556 

it, a utility should also apprise the Commission of the TRC values of energy 557 

efficiency measures that it implements in the future which are not provided in this 558 

Plan filing.  If the Company is allowed to implement new energy efficiency 559 

measures without providing the Commission this information, the Commission’s 560 

authority in approving the Plan may be undermined.   561 

It is well-established that Section 8-104(f)(5) of the Act requires that the 562 

overall energy efficiency Plan portfolio, as opposed to the individual energy 563 

efficiency measures and programs that make up a Plan portfolio, must be cost-564 

effective.  In ICC Docket No. 10-0564, the Commission recognized that Section 8-565 

104 of the Act does not require each energy efficiency measure to be cost-effective 566 

for Commission approval of a Plan, but rather requires the entire Plan portfolio to 567 

be cost-effective, excluding low income programs: “The Commission agrees with 568 
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the Utilities that Section 8-104 does not require each measure to meet the TRC 569 

test, but it does require the portfolio (except for the low income portion) to meet the 570 

TRC test.”  North Shore Gas Co. and The Peoples Light Gas and Coke Co., ICC 571 

Order Docket No. 10-0564, 92 (May 24, 2011) (“10-0564 Order”).    However, that 572 

minimum requirement for Plan approval is just that, a minimum; it does not prohibit 573 

the Commission from imposing more stringent requirements if those serve the 574 

public interest.  Indeed, in ICC Docket No. 12-0132, despite Section 8-408 of the 575 

Act specifying a minimum requirement of approval is for each energy efficiency 576 

“program” to be cost-effective, the Commission nevertheless imposed a more 577 

stringent requirement that the utility in future Plan filings “should only include 578 

[energy efficiency] measures shown to be cost-effective for Illinois ratepayers … 579 

unless extenuating circumstances are shown that would argue for inclusion of such 580 

measures or programs.”  12-0132 Order at 17-18.  It serves the public interest to 581 

impose such limitations in this proceeding.   582 

Likewise, the Commission previously directed that a utility in its Plan filing 583 

“must demonstrate at least a reasonable probability that [an energy efficiency 584 

program] will be cost-effective in the future and any proposal will be scrutinized 585 

carefully by the Commission.”  12-0132 Order at 12.  The Commission did not 586 

approve ratepayer funding for the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) Energy Saver 587 

Program through the IPA’s procurement because the proposed energy efficiency 588 

program was projected to be cost-ineffective.  Ill. Power Agency, ICC Order Docket 589 

No. 12-0544, 270-271 (Dec. 19, 2012).  Likewise, the Commission directed a utility 590 

not to implement certain energy efficiency measures projected to be cost-ineffective 591 
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in its Plan filing and required the utility to monitor projected benefits and costs of 592 

certain specific efficiency measures and to only market those specific energy 593 

efficiency measures if and when projected benefits exceed projected costs, when 594 

they are cost-effective.  Central Ill. Light Co. et al., ICC Order Docket No. 08-0104, 595 

11 (Oct. 15, 2008). 596 

Despite past reporting by Nicor Gas to the SAG and the Commission on a 597 

quarterly basis, Nicor Gas has not reported the fact that it included new cost-598 

ineffective measures in its Plan 1 after approval, nor explained the reasoning for 599 

such inclusions that serve to reduce net benefits to ratepayers.  Therefore, if the 600 

Commission is persuaded to eliminate condition (4) concerning limiting the number 601 

of cost-ineffective measures to the participation estimates assumed in the Plan, 602 

then the Commission should require Nicor Gas to explain in its quarterly reports 603 

both the extenuating circumstances for each new cost-ineffective measure Nicor 604 

Gas adds to its Plan after Commission approval and the extenuating circumstances 605 

surrounding exceeding the participation estimates included in the Plan for cost-606 

ineffective measures.  This alternative proposal to condition (4) provides for 607 

transparency to stakeholders and the Commission during the implementation of the 608 

Company’s Plan.   609 

IV. ADJUSTABLE SAVINGS GOAL 610 

Q. Do you support the Company’s request to adjust energy savings goals based 611 

on Commission-approved changes to the IL-TRM and NTG ratios? 612 
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A. I support the Company’s proposal in concept, with the exclusion of the March 1 613 

deadline, subject to the Commission ordering the Company to comply with a 614 

number of requirements more fully explained elsewhere in this testimony during 615 

the implementation of Plan 2 (including my recommendations concerning 616 

flexibility and reporting as described in the previous section and my modifications 617 

to the NTG Framework described in the next section).  I also support 618 

recalculating the savings goals to remove the 10% residual risk adjustment 619 

factors applied to the NTG ratios.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 19:408-409, 35, 41.)  The 620 

Company should produce supporting work papers in its rebuttal testimony that 621 

clearly identify the inputs and basis of those inputs that were used in computing 622 

the unit savings estimates in Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.2.  While the Company properly 623 

cited the IL-TRM measure codes in that exhibit, the Company did not provide the 624 

input assumptions and calculations used to arrive at the unit savings estimates.  625 

This information is necessary for annually adjusting savings goals based on 626 

Commission-approved changes to those IL-TRM measure-level input 627 

assumptions.  If the Commission adopts the Company’s request to annually 628 

adjust savings goals based on IL-TRM changes, for transparency, the 629 

Commission should direct the Company to file the revised spreadsheet 630 

containing the changes to NTG ratio values, IL-TRM values, and energy savings 631 

goals in this docket no later than May 1 of each program year in advance of 632 

those values taking effect on June 1.  To the extent the NTG ratio is unavailable 633 

on that date, the Company should file a revised version of the spreadsheet once 634 

the final NTG ratio is known.  The Company should submit in its rebuttal 635 
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testimony a revised spreadsheet that demonstrates the savings forecasted in the 636 

Plan match the calculated savings in the spreadsheet with the removal of the 637 

10% residual risk adjustment for NTG ratios.  This can be used to adjust savings 638 

goals annually.  The spreadsheet should clearly identify the assumptions used 639 

for each energy efficiency measure, including the IL-TRM measure codes, 640 

participation estimates, TRC ratios, net present value of benefits from the 641 

measure, program, unit savings, key inputs into the unit savings estimates, 642 

measure life, NTG ratio, and other relevant measure-level inputs. 643 

I am prepared to conditionally accept the proposal to modify the Company’s 644 

savings goal based on the IL-TRM or NTG ratio values changing, specifically, as a 645 

result of Commission-approved changes to the IL-TRM and changes to deemed 646 

NTG ratios established through the Modified Illinois NTG Framework set forth in 647 

Staff Exhibit 1.1.  However, the Commission should be advised that acceptance of 648 

this proposal without adopting Staff’s recommendations potentially allows the 649 

Company to take a “set-it-and-forget-it” approach to managing its Plan.  That is, 650 

there is no reason to divert funds from any measure where the savings values 651 

change, because the Company’s overall savings goal changes proportionately.   652 

Accordingly, I do not recommend that the Commission accept this proposal 653 

without adopting my recommendations concerning flexibility and reporting and my 654 

recommendation to adopt the Modified Illinois NTG Framework (Staff Exhibit 1.1), 655 

and without clarifying that the Commission expects the Company to prudently 656 

manage the Plan and adjust funds during a program year in a manner that seeks to 657 

increase net savings beyond the modified savings goal and maximize net benefits 658 
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for ratepayers.  With those conditions and if the Company files the revised 659 

spreadsheets requested above, I am prepared to support the Company’s proposal.  660 

In other words, even though the participation estimates remain the same as those 661 

filed in the Plan when calculating the adjusted savings goals annually, the 662 

Company should not feel compelled to target that initially forecasted participation 663 

when modifying its Plan.  Instead, the changes in deemed NTGR values, the IL-664 

TRM values, and the market, along with any other new information that becomes 665 

available to the Company should drive implementation adjustments even though 666 

the changes in NTGR values and the IL-TRM values would be the only factors 667 

driving savings goal adjustments.   668 

Q. Has the Commission previously approved annual adjustments to modified 669 

energy savings goals based on changes in NTGR values? 670 

A. Yes.  In ICC Docket No. 10-0570, the Commission ratified a stipulation entered 671 

into by all parties (to which Staff did not object) that modified the energy savings 672 

goals annually to adjust based on changes in the NTG ratio for ComEd’s 673 

Residential Lighting Program.  The Order in that docket states: 674 

The Commission finds that the settlement reached in the Stipulation is 675 
supported by the record, reasonable and in the public interest.  The 676 
Commission credits Mr. Brandt’s testimony that “the risk associated 677 
with the NTG values is unmanageable because ComEd does not find 678 
out how the calculated NTG values impact the program elements until 679 
the evaluation report is received three to four months after the Plan 680 
year has ended.”  ComEd Ex 2.0 Corr. at 66.  The Commission 681 
commends the stakeholders for having established the NTG 682 
framework in the SAG, and appreciates the widespread consensus 683 
regarding this framework.  The Commission believes that the 684 
exceptions to the framework set forth in the Stipulation are supported 685 
by the record, reasonable, and strike the appropriate balance in 686 
maximizing kWh savings while also providing for modification of the 687 
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energy savings goals in the event unexpected drops in the NTG ratios 688 
occur.  See, e.g., NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 10. 689 

Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Order Docket No. 10-0570, 47 (Dec. 21, 2010) 690 

(emphasis added).     691 

Q. Please explain why you support the Company’s request to adjust savings 692 

goals based on Commission-approved IL-TRM and NTGR value changes. 693 

A. The Commission requires utilities to use the most current Commission-approved 694 

IL-TRM in their Plan filings.  (Staff Ex. 1.4, 11.)  Specifically, the Commission-695 

adopted IL-TRM Policy Document states that “[t]he most current TRM that is 696 

approved by the Commission shall be used in the preparation of the Program 697 

Administrators’ three-year energy efficiency Plan filings.”  Id.  The IL-TRM 698 

specifies numerous key inputs that the Company is required to present within its 699 

Plan filing.  The Company’s estimates of achievable energy savings goals are 700 

based to a large degree on the inputs specified in the Commission-approved IL-701 

TRM.  (Nicor Gas Exs. 1.0, 18, 1.1, 24, 1.2.)  It is reasonable to allow updates to 702 

those energy savings goals based on Commission-approved changes to the IL-703 

TRM.  It would be unfair to punish the Company for using the Commission-704 

approved IL-TRM in the Plan filings while adjusting IL-TRM values during the 705 

course of the Plan, without the possibility of correspondingly adjusting savings 706 

goals.     707 

Adoption of the Company’s proposal can help reduce contested issues in 708 

the context of the NTG Framework and IL-TRM Update Process.  It will help ensure 709 

the deemed NTGR values and the IL-TRM reflect the best available and most up-710 
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to-date information, which should provide the Company with the proper incentives 711 

for expending ratepayer funds in a prudent manner.  Absent Commission adoption 712 

of the Company’s proposal, the Company will have an incentive to oppose updates 713 

to the IL-TRM and NTGR values that reduce savings attributable to energy 714 

efficiency measures as those updates would make it more challenging for the 715 

Company to meet the energy savings goals forecasted in the Plan filing, which 716 

were based on the Commission-approved IL-TRM in effect at the time the Plan was 717 

submitted. 718 

Annually adjusting the savings goals based strictly on changes to the IL-719 

TRM and NTG ratio values is administratively easy to implement as it involves 720 

simply changing an assumed NTG ratio value or IL-TRM input value in a 721 

spreadsheet to calculate the revised savings goals.  Once the Company files the 722 

revised spreadsheet in its rebuttal testimony as requested above, this process 723 

should be relatively straightforward to implement.   724 

Annually adjusting the Company’s savings goals should not make it unduly 725 

easy for the Company to achieve the modified savings goals because the Company 726 

is still faced with a number of risks.  The Company is subject to delivery risk with 727 

respect to ensuring program participation is sufficient to achieve modified savings 728 

goals, a factor which the Company admits has been challenging during PY1 and 729 

PY2.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 7:153.)  The Company will still face retrospective 730 

evaluation risk from energy efficiency measures not covered by the IL-TRM; the 731 

Company estimates this amount represents over 40% of projected savings in Plan 732 

2.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 29:634-635; Nicor Gas Resp. to Staff DR JLH 1.06, Staff Ex. 733 
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1.3, 4-5.)  Thus, the Company will be held accountable for factors under its control, 734 

such as participation estimates and custom savings calculations during the 735 

planning, implementation, and evaluation phase of the Plan.  Finally, it is important 736 

to point out that adoption of this policy could result in both increases and decreases 737 

in the modified energy savings goals during the course of the Plan based on 738 

Commission-approved increases or decreases to the deemed values specified in 739 

the IL-TRM and NTG ratios. 740 

V. EVALUATION 741 

A. MODIFIED ILLINOIS NET-TO-GROSS FRAMEWORK 742 

1. PLAN 1 NTG FRAMEWORK 743 
Q. Please describe the NTG Framework that the Commission adopted in the 744 

Plan 1 Order. 745 

A. The NTG Framework document adopted in the Plan 1 docket states: 746 

1. Where a program design and its delivery methods are relatively 747 
stable over time, and an Illinois evaluation of that program has 748 
estimated a NTG ratio, that ratio can be used prospectively until a new 749 
evaluation estimates a new NTG ratio. 750 

2. In cases that fall under #1 above, once new evaluation results exist, 751 
these would be used going forward, to be applied in subsequent 752 
program years following their determination until the next evaluation, 753 
and so on. 754 

3. For existing and new programs not yet evaluated, and previously 755 
evaluated programs undergoing significant changes — either in the 756 
program design or delivery, or changes in the market itself3 — NTG 757 
ratios established through evaluations would be used retroactively, but 758 

                                            
3 An example of a market change might be where baselines have improved significantly and the likely 
free riders are growing substantially because of it. 
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could also then be used prospectively if the program does not undergo 759 
continued significant changes, similar to #1 above. 760 

4. For programs falling under #3, deeming a NTG ratio prospectively, 761 
may be appropriate if:  the program design and market are understood 762 
well enough to reasonably accurately estimate an initial NTG (e.g., 763 
based on evaluated programs elsewhere); or it is determined that the 764 
savings and benefits of the program are not sufficient to devote the 765 
evaluation resources necessary to better estimate a NTG ratio. 766 

5. The SAG will recommend to the Commission, in advance of the 767 
evaluation study start date, whether the NTG  values resulting from the 768 
evaluation study should be applied in the year they are determined 769 
(due to significant program, technological, market changes, or other 770 
factors) or only in the following program year.    771 

(Staff Ex. 1.6, 2.) 772 

Q. Do you have any modifications to the Plan 1 NTG Framework that you 773 

recommend the Commission adopt for Plan 2? 774 

A. Yes.  To resolve the issues of contention caused by the Plan 1 NTG Framework, 775 

as explained in part by Staff witness Dr. David Brightwell (Staff Exhibit 2.0), I 776 

recommend the Commission adopt the Modified Illinois NTG Framework set forth 777 

in Staff Exhibit 1.1. 778 

2. STAFF’S MODIFIED ILLINOIS NTG FRAMEWORK PROPOSAL 779 
Q. What procedures for the NTG Framework do you propose the Commission 780 

adopt? 781 

A. Staff Exhibit 1.1 sets forth Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG Framework proposal and 782 

the procedures I recommend the Commission adopt.  Staff’s NTG Framework 783 

proposal provides the proper incentives for utilities to invest ratepayer funds in 784 

energy efficiency programs and make the appropriate program adjustments to 785 
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improve NTG ratios by minimizing free riders and maximizing spillover.  The 786 

eleven steps in Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG Framework proposal simply reflect 787 

the reality of what information, time commitments, and deadlines are needed 788 

based upon my experience with the Plan 1 NTG Framework and evaluation 789 

report review cycles.  Numerous comments and meetings already occur between 790 

the Company and its Evaluator concerning evaluation and NTG-related issues, at 791 

a minimum, biweekly meetings throughout the entire program year occur which is 792 

far more than those proposed in the Modified Illinois NTG Framework (Staff 793 

Exhibit 1.1).  Staff’s NTG Framework proposal requires Nicor Gas to host a 794 

teleconference meeting with its Evaluator that is open to interested SAG 795 

participants under Steps 2, 4, and 7 of the Modified Illinois NTG Framework 796 

proposal.  (Staff Ex. 1.1.)  In other words, Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG 797 

Framework should not be any more burdensome than the current evaluation 798 

report review process.  The eleven items or “steps” listed in Staff’s Modified 799 

Illinois NTG Framework proposal would result in greater transparency in the 800 

evaluation deliberations.  The Modified Illinois NTG Framework proposal was 801 

created with input from interested stakeholders, and would add certainty in the 802 

NTG Framework Update Process and ensure timely resolution of key issues.  It 803 

is reasonable for the Commission to adopt Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG 804 

Framework in this proceeding.  The steps of Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG 805 

Framework are set forth in Staff Exhibit 1.1.   806 

  I outline the steps of the Modified Illinois NTG Framework set forth in Staff 807 

Exhibit 1.1 in layman’s terms here.  The actual Modified Illinois Net-To-Gross 808 
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Framework is presented in Staff Exhibit 1.1 attached to this testimony.  While I 809 

provide a layman’s terms summary of the Modified Illinois NTG Framework below, 810 

the Commission should adopt the actual language set forth in Staff Exhibit 1.1.  The 811 

language set forth in Staff Exhibit 1.1 has been carefully worded to reduce 812 

ambiguity in the implementation of the Modified Illinois NTG Framework, and thus 813 

provides for significant certainty.  In other words, the amount of text set forth in Staff 814 

Exhibit 1.1 does not mean that the Modified Illinois NTG Framework is burdensome 815 

or complicated; rather it simply provides clear guidance on the rules of the Modified 816 

Illinois NTG Framework that would create certainty for all parties and reduce 817 

litigation. 818 

Step 1 - Evaluators make proposal for deeming NTG ratio values for the 819 

following program year by specifying values for free-ridership and spillover based 820 

on the best information available about the energy efficiency program and market 821 

conditions.   822 

Step 2 - Nicor Gas hosts a teleconference open to SAG participants to 823 

discuss the Evaluators’ deemed NTG proposal.   824 

Step 3 - Any party may recommend alternative NTG ratio values (with 825 

supporting reasons) to any of the Evaluator-proposed NTG ratio values.   826 

Step 4 - Nicor Gas hosts a teleconference open to SAG participants to 827 

discuss the alternative NTG ratio values, in which the parties seek consensus on 828 

those NTG ratio values for deeming.   829 
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Step 5 - Evaluators produce a revised memorandum documenting any 830 

revised NTG ratio values based on consensus, and the Evaluators’ recommended 831 

NTG ratio values to deem for any non-consensus NTG ratio values based on any 832 

new information.   833 

Step 6 - A Commission-approved NTG objection deadline is set for 834 

determining whether or not consensus has been reached on NTG ratio values to 835 

deem for the following program year, providing a final opportunity for any party to 836 

identify as contested any remaining non-consensus NTG ratios.   837 

Step 7 - Nicor Gas hosts a teleconference open to SAG participants to 838 

discuss the Evaluators’ revised memorandum concerning deemed NTG ratios and 839 

any NTG objections received.    840 

Step 8 - If consensus is not reached on deeming a particular NTG ratio 841 

value by February 20, then the deemed NTG ratio value for the next program year 842 

becomes the average of the evaluated NTG ratio values estimated in the current 843 

program year and the previous program year.4   844 

                                            
4 Step 8 also specifies a definition for the evaluated NTG ratio values that would be averaged, 
something currently missing from the Plan 1 NTG Framework and from the Company’s NTG proposal 
which creates a degree of uncertainty with respect to those frameworks.  Step 8 serves to minimize 
litigation before the Commission in the compliance with energy savings goal proceedings by specifying 
a reasonable and fair process for deeming NTG ratio values in the event non-consensus exists while 
also providing an incentive for all parties to reach consensus.  Step 8 also provides an “option” 
wherein Nicor Gas could petition the Commission to establish a deemed NTG ratio for a new energy 
efficiency program if non-consensus exists concerning the NTG ratio to deem for the new energy 
efficiency program.  Given Nicor Gas has the flexibility to size new energy efficiency programs 
appropriately, new energy efficiency programs generally are expected to be small in comparison to the 
entire Plan, and thus would reflect minimal risk to Nicor Gas in terms of potentially affecting the 
Company’s ability to reach its savings goal.  Given this, it is very unlikely that such a petition would 
ever come before the Commission to deem a NTG ratio for a new energy efficiency program unless 
such new unproven energy efficiency program was expected to be very large, in which case, 
Commission review would be desirable in that instance.   
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Step 9 - The Evaluators produce a finalized memorandum summarizing the 845 

deemed NTG ratio values, including the formulas for any NTG ratios subject to the 846 

non-consensus resolution where the two evaluated NTG ratio values are averaged.   847 

Step 10 - Nicor Gas files with the Commission the Evaluators’ finalized 848 

memorandum summarizing the deemed NTG ratio values along with supporting 849 

work papers as an informational compliance filing.5  850 

Step 11 - The deemed NTG ratio values and the Evaluators’ actual 851 

estimated NTG ratio values are both required to be shown in the evaluation reports 852 

for informational purposes.   853 

Q. Does your recommendation to have the NTG Update Process completed 854 

before the start of the effective program year take into consideration the 855 

independent Evaluators’ availability to do so? 856 

A. Yes.  (Staff Ex. 1.1, 5; Staff Ex. 1.2, 1.)  Staff consulted with the utilities’ 857 

Evaluators that have been operating in Illinois since 2008 and DCEO’s current 858 

Evaluator to ensure the timeframe proposed for the Modified Illinois NTG 859 

Framework would be workable in practice.  The Evaluators are able to obtain the 860 

residential NTG ratios a month earlier than the non-residential NTG ratios.  861 

Accordingly, the timeline for the Modified Illinois NTG Framework consists of two 862 

tracks: (1) residential and (2) non-residential.  (Staff Ex. 1.1, 5.)  Moreover, there 863 

are more residential energy efficiency programs than non-residential energy 864 

efficiency programs, so having the additional time to review the Evaluator’s NTG 865 

recommendations for the Company’s residential programs is well-warranted.  866 
                                            

5  Nicor Gas may elect to not deem NTG ratio values.   
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(Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1, 15.)  The Commission should adopt the Evaluators’ 867 

suggested deeming schedules for the IL-TRM and NTG Updates as set forth in 868 

Staff Exhibit 1.2 and direct the Company to incorporate such schedules into its 869 

evaluation contract that should be submitted as a compliance filing in this docket. 870 

3. SAG CONSENSUS VERSUS THE CREATION OF VOTING PARTIES 871 
Q. Will it be possible to determine whether a consensus has been reached 872 

regarding updated NTGR values under Staff’s Modified NTG Framework 873 

without designating specific voting parties? 874 

A. Yes.  Indeed, Nicor Gas used “consensus PY3 [NTG] ratios developed through 875 

the SAG process” in its Plan filing in this docket.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 18:405-876 

406.)  This approach is consistent with the existing Commission-approved 877 

process for annually updating the IL-TRM. (Staff Ex. 1.4, 6, 8.)  The Commission-878 

adopted IL-TRM Policy Document states that “[t]hrough the annual TRM Update 879 

Process, SAG participants shall make good faith efforts to reach consensus on 880 

all TRM Updates. Once consensus develops at the SAG level, the TRM 881 

Administrator will include the changes in the Updated TRM that is submitted to 882 

the Commission for approval.”  (Staff Ex. 1.4, 8.)  The SAG is currently able to 883 

develop and reach consensus on IL-TRM Updates without modifying the SAG 884 

structure and without identifying specific voting parties, as evidenced by the 885 

Commission’s approval of the consensus IL-TRM Version 2.0: “The Commission 886 

agrees with Staff that the IL-TRM Version 2.0 filed … as an attachment to the 887 

Staff Report in this docket was arrived at using the Commission-mandated 888 

process, it is a consensus document, and it is consistent with the Commission's 889 
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Orders and the TRM Policy Document adopted by the Commission.”  Ameren Ill. 890 

Co., et al., ICC Order Docket No. 13-0437, 4 (Nov. 6, 2013) (footnote omitted).  891 

Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG Framework goes a step further than the IL-TRM 892 

Update Process in order to reduce litigation.  It provides dates certain that 893 

consensus deemed NTGR values will be known and it provides a reasonable 894 

resolution for disputes in order to reduce litigation.  895 

The Modified Illinois NTG Framework includes a process where any 896 

interested party must dissent in writing by a specific date to indicate there are non-897 

consensus updated NTGR values.  (Staff Ex. 1.1, 5.)  Further, the independent 898 

Evaluators are tasked with providing meeting notes after the NTG Update meetings 899 

that can clearly document consensus and non-consensus NTGR values.  The 900 

Modified Illinois NTG Framework states: “Consensus means that no party indicates 901 

they oppose a specific NTGR value enough to contest it before the Commission.”  902 

(Staff Ex. 1.1, 3.)  In other words, if an interested party opposes a specific NTGR 903 

value enough to contest it, and filed a NTGR Objection Memo by the Commission-904 

approved deadline specified in the framework, then consensus would not be 905 

reached on that particular NTGR value.  906 

Q. Are you concerned that subcontractors of the Company would attempt to 907 

obstruct the consensus-seeking SAG process for NTG Updates? 908 

A. No.  Based on my experience during the IL-TRM Update Process, I believe that 909 

subcontractors will not oppose an updated NTGR value that is otherwise a 910 

consensus updated NTGR value among SAG participants.   911 
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Q. Why do you believe the Company’s subcontractors would not oppose an 912 

updated NTGR value that was otherwise a consensus-updated NTGR value? 913 

A. Objecting to a consensus NTGR value means that these subcontractors object to 914 

a NTGR value supported by the utility with which they contract.  This is not in the 915 

subcontractors’ best interests.  Indeed, my experience to date during the 916 

development of the IL-TRM and the IL-TRM Update Process is that 917 

subcontractors, including Evaluators and implementation contractors, do not 918 

attempt to delay that consensus-reaching process, even though they may not 919 

have necessarily agreed with the consensus that was reached.    920 

To the extent any party in this proceeding expresses concern about 921 

subcontractors of the Company potentially obstructing the consensus-seeking 922 

process for NTG Updates, the Commission should adopt the following simple 923 

solution to eliminate those concerns: the Commission should order the Company to 924 

include provisions within its contracts with its implementers that expressly prohibit 925 

the contractors, and any of their subcontractors, from obstructing the consensus-926 

seeking IL-TRM and NTG Update Processes. 927 

4. COMPARISON OF THE PLAN 1 NTG FRAMEWORK AND STAFF’S MODIFIED 928 
NTG FRAMEWORK PROPOSAL 929 

Q. How does Staff’s Modified NTG Framework proposal compare to the 930 

Commission-adopted NTG Framework approved in the last Plan filing? 931 

A. Consistent with the last Commission-adopted NTG Framework, I propose that 932 

the SAG be involved in the NTG Update Process.  In order to ensure that SAG’s 933 

recommendations are transmitted to the Commission, the proposal includes 934 
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responsibilities for the Company.  The proposal contains specific guidelines to 935 

ensure that the NTG Update Process is completed in a timely manner.  The 936 

proposal also specifies a reasonable solution for cases where SAG consensus is 937 

not reached.  Dr. Brightwell addresses some other differences and similarities 938 

between the NTG Frameworks (e.g., “significant” market change provision) in his 939 

direct testimony (Staff Exhibit 2.0).  940 

5. NICOR GAS MODIFIED NTG FRAMEWORK PROPOSAL 941 
Q. What are the Company’s recommended modifications to the NTG 942 

Framework? 943 

A. The Company proposes the following NTG Framework: 944 

• For existing programs, when a Nicor Gas evaluation of a program 945 
has identified an estimated NTG ratio, that ratio will be used 946 
prospectively until a new Nicor Gas evaluation estimates a new NTG 947 
ratio. The prevailing NTG ratio provided by the independent evaluator 948 
by March 1 of any Plan Year is the NTG ratio value to be applied to the 949 
next Plan Year beginning June 1.  950 

• For new programs, planning NTG ratio values that have been 951 
provided by the independent evaluator by March 1 of any Plan Year 952 
will be applied prospectively to the next Plan Year beginning June 1. 953 
These values will be used until a Nicor Gas evaluation estimates a 954 
revised NTG ratio. If the revised NTG ratio is provided by the 955 
independent evaluator by March 1, then the ratio will be applied to the 956 
next Plan Year beginning June 1. Thereafter, NTG ratios shall be 957 
revised according to the framework for existing programs described 958 
above.  959 

• The independent evaluator will calculate all NTG ratios using 960 
estimates of free ridership, spillover from participating customers and 961 
contractors, and spillover from nonparticipating customers and 962 
contractors. Where spillover evaluations from Nicor Gas programs are 963 
not available, the independent evaluator may rely on deemed values 964 
developed from evaluations of other programs. If an evaluation does 965 
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not account for spillover, then the free rider effect should also be 966 
ignored.  967 

(Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, 17 (emphasis added).)   968 

Q. Do you object to modifying the NTG Framework as part of approving Plan 2? 969 

A. No.  I do not oppose modifying the Plan 1 NTG Framework; however, I have 970 

some modifications I recommend as described above and in Staff Exhibit 1.1, 971 

and I further recommend the Company should remain responsible for prudently 972 

managing and modifying its Plan as conditions warrant.  Staff witness Dr. David 973 

Brightwell (Staff Exhibit 2.0) highlights some problems associated with the Plan 1 974 

NTG Framework and he addresses the third bullet point in the Company’s NTG 975 

Framework proposal.  It should also be noted that Nicor Gas has not been able 976 

to adequately support its spillover proposal outlined in the third bullet point of its 977 

framework, as it was unable to explain what constitutes participant and non-978 

participant spillover for each of its programs.  (Nicor Gas Resp. to Staff DR JLH 979 

1.11, 1.13, Staff Ex. 1.3, 11-12.)  To the extent Nicor Gas continues to push for 980 

this third bullet point to be adopted, it should explain in its rebuttal testimony what 981 

constitutes participant and non-participant spillover for each of its energy 982 

efficiency programs and exactly how it could reasonably be estimated through 983 

each of the program evaluations. 984 

6. COMPARISON OF THE COMPANY’S AND STAFF’S MODIFIED NTG 985 
FRAMEWORK PROPOSALS 986 

Q. How does the Company’s proposed Modified NTG Framework compare to 987 

Staff’s proposed Modified Illinois NTG Framework? 988 
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A. The proposed frameworks differ in many ways, a few of which will be discussed 989 

here.  990 

First, the Company’s proposal does not provide for SAG involvement in the 991 

NTG Framework at all, whereas Staff’s proposal provides for SAG participation in 992 

the NTG Update Process, consistent with the NTG Framework previously adopted 993 

by the Commission.  With respect to deeming NTGR values for new energy 994 

efficiency programs, which is directly contrary to the Plan 1 NTG Framework, the 995 

Company’s framework relies completely on the Evaluator’s recommendation.  This 996 

reliance, however, is inconsistent with a past Commission Order wherein the 997 

Commission concluded that the independent evaluations are simply one piece of 998 

evidence, but there could be other parties competent to testify to a utility’s savings 999 

achievement.  Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Order Docket No. 07-0540, 27 1000 

(Feb. 6, 2008) (“07-0540 Order”) (“The Commission reviews of ComEd’s plan to 1001 

determine compliance with the energy efficiency goals is separate and apart from 1002 

the independent evaluation required by Section 103(f)(7) of the statute.”).  Further, 1003 

since the NTGR values the Evaluator determines could have a direct impact on 1004 

whether the Company meets its statutory energy savings goals (if the Company’s 1005 

annual savings goal adjustment recommendation is not adopted), this could create 1006 

an incentive for the Company to pressure its Evaluator to provide high NTGR 1007 

values.  Indeed, throughout the evaluation review process, I have only witnessed 1008 

utility criticisms of Evaluator produced savings estimates or NTG ratios when these 1009 

values were, in the utility’s opinion, understated.  As a result, there exists an 1010 

inherent bias of adjusting values upward as a result of utility reviews of evaluations. 1011 
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To help mitigate the risk of compromising the independence of the Evaluators, the 1012 

Commission should require that SAG participants have any opportunity to be in 1013 

involved in the NTG Update Process by requiring the Company to hold NTG 1014 

Update meetings open to interested SAG participants by specific dates in advance 1015 

of March 1 and consistent with the process and commenting opportunities identified 1016 

in Staff Exhibit 1.1.   1017 

Second, the Company’s proposal is confusing because it does not explain 1018 

the meaning of the terms “prevailing NTG ratio provided by the independent 1019 

evaluator,” “a Nicor Gas evaluation of a program has identified an estimated NTG 1020 

ratio,” “a Nicor Gas evaluation estimates a revised NTG ratio,” and “a Nicor Gas 1021 

evaluation estimates a revised NTG ratio” specified in the first two bullet points of its 1022 

framework.  While the third bullet of the framework contemplates using secondary 1023 

data from other jurisdictions for the basis of deeming a value for spillover where 1024 

none was estimated for Nicor Gas, no such allowance is made for deeming a value 1025 

for free-ridership based on data from other jurisdictions.  It is not clear whether this 1026 

means the Evaluator is required to use the specific NTG ratio estimated using Nicor 1027 

Gas customer survey data regardless of whether Nicor’s evaluation survey shows 1028 

evidence of statistical problems or biases that demonstrates the results are clearly 1029 

not representative of the entire energy efficiency program.  It is important to note 1030 

that Nicor Gas attributes the past estimated NTGR value for its Custom Program 1031 

suffered from statistical variation rather than a fundamental difference between its 1032 

Custom Program and the other utilities’ Custom Programs.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 1033 

31:677.)  It is not clear whether the estimated NTG ratio in the Nicor Gas evaluation 1034 
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has to be produced using data specific to Nicor Gas customers or whether it can be 1035 

derived based on multiple years of survey data, or from an average, including data 1036 

from other jurisdictions.  It also does not explain nor does it appear to provide an 1037 

option for deeming a free-ridership component of the NTG ratio other than that 1038 

estimated based on Nicor Gas customer data.  The Company should clarify in its 1039 

rebuttal testimony the meaning of the aforementioned phases specified in its NTG 1040 

Framework proposal.  The language in the Plan 1 NTG Framework has problems 1041 

similar to Nicor’s Framework in this regard.  In contrast, Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG 1042 

Framework already addresses all of these issues.      1043 

Third, the Company’s NTG Framework and the Plan 1 NTG Framework 1044 

result in deeming outdated NTG ratio values that are generally two years old.  (Staff 1045 

Ex. 1.3, 10.)  In contrast, Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG Framework proposal results 1046 

in deeming consensus NTG ratios that are expected to be reflective of the likely 1047 

NTG ratio that would be estimated in the program year for which it is deemed.  1048 

Thus, Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG Framework proposal provides the proper 1049 

incentives for utilities to invest ratepayer funds in energy efficiency programs and 1050 

make the appropriate program adjustments to improve NTG ratios and minimize 1051 

free riders.   1052 

Q. Please explain the key differences between the Company’s proposed NTG 1053 

Framework and the Plan 1 NTG Framework and Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG 1054 

Framework proposal. 1055 

A. Under the Plan 1 NTG Framework, the NTG ratios would be applied 1056 

retrospectively for new energy efficiency programs and for programs that 1057 
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undergo significant changes in the market or program delivery.  In contrast, the 1058 

Company’s proposal eliminates retrospective NTG ratio application altogether. 1059 

Staff’s proposal provides more certainty to the Company than the Plan 1 NTG 1060 

Framework because it allows for deeming NTG ratios in all cases where 1061 

consensus is reached on the most appropriate NTG ratio value to deem.  Staff’s 1062 

proposal, on the other hand, provides for the possibility that partially retrospective 1063 

NTGR application could occur in cases where consensus is not able to be 1064 

reached on deeming a NTG ratio.  The potential for a partially retrospective 1065 

application of NTG ratios in the case of non-consensus NTG ratio values 1066 

provides an important incentive to reach consensus on deeming the best 1067 

estimate of NTG ratio values and also results in deeming better estimates of 1068 

NTG ratio values than under the Company’s NTG Framework proposal and the 1069 

Plan 1 NTG Framework since more recent NTG ratio results are included in the 1070 

calculation.   1071 

The Company, however, proposes to eliminate retrospective NTG ratio 1072 

application altogether in an attempt to eliminate risk for programs which are 1073 

inherently risky.  The Commission has previously expressed the opinion that “[t]he 1074 

gas and electric energy efficiency provisions establish net savings goals, and place 1075 

performance risk on the utilities through various potential penalties.”  Central Ill. 1076 

Light Co. et al., ICC Order Docket No. 10-0568, 71 (Dec. 21, 2010) (“10-0568 1077 

Order”).  The Commission further emphasized that “[i]t is not the Commission’s job 1078 

to insulate the utilities from such penalties or even loss of the programs.”  Id.  The 1079 

Commission’s Order states: 1080 
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It is not the Commission’s job to insulate the utilities from such 1081 
penalties or even loss of the programs.  ….  The NTG framework 1082 
document sponsored by AG witness Mosenthal, and drafted as part of 1083 
the Stakeholder Advisory Process, is grounded in the assumption that 1084 
all different evaluation methodologies, contractors, and simple random 1085 
statistical variation can influence the measurement of NTG, resulting in 1086 
a higher than desired level of uncertainty for utilities if used solely on a 1087 
retroactive basis.  In addition, the parties recognized in developing the 1088 
framework that evaluation funds are limited, and it may not be a good 1089 
use of ratepayer resources to perform evaluations on all programs 1090 
every year to estimate NTG. ….   1091 

 While acknowledging and adjusting for this utility uncertainty, the 1092 
framework document also acknowledges what is the biggest weakness 1093 
of Ameren’s position that NTG value should be deemed for the three-1094 
year period: that deeming NTG ratios can result in perverse incentives 1095 
that might discourage a utility from making appropriate program 1096 
changes to ensure against high freeridership, at least in the short term, 1097 
by guaranteeing savings claims regardless of the program’s true 1098 
effectiveness.   1099 

Id. at 71-72 (emphasis added). 1100 

The key premise underlying Staff’s Modified NTG Framework proposal is 1101 

consistent with the Commission’s finding in the Commission’s 10-0568 Order 1102 

quoted above: The NTG ratios that will be deemed are to reflect the best estimates 1103 

of what the evaluated NTG ratios could reasonably be expected to be in the 1104 

program year for which they are deemed, so this encourages the utility to make 1105 

appropriate program design changes to minimize free-ridership in the short term 1106 

during the program year for which deeming takes place and to credit savings claims 1107 

based on the best estimate of the program’s true effectiveness by taking into 1108 

consideration a variety of information that could influence the level of free-ridership 1109 

and spillover in the applicable program year.  (Staff Ex. 1.1, 1.)  Application of 1110 
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Staff’s NTG Framework will enable the Company to more efficiently allocate 1111 

resources to the most effective energy efficiency programs and measures.  1112 

Staff’s Modified NTG Framework provides for prospective application of 1113 

NTG ratios in nearly all cases, with the sole exception occurring in cases where 1114 

consensus is not reached, and in that case there potentially will be partial 1115 

retrospective application.  Indeed, Nicor Gas used “consensus PY3 [NTG] ratios 1116 

developed through the SAG process” in its Plan filing in this docket.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1117 

1.0, 18:405-406.)  If the Commission adopts the Company’s recommendation for 1118 

adjusting savings goals based on updated deemed NTGR values with the 1119 

additional conditions I recommend above, then the Company’s level of NTG 1120 

evaluation risk in such non-consensus NTG cases is minimal, since the savings 1121 

goals will adjust based on the deemed NTG ratio that the Company will know at the 1122 

latest mid-program year, but will know half of it before the start of the program year.   1123 

Under Staff’s proposal, in times when a consensus cannot be reached, the 1124 

deemed NTGR value applied in PYt+1 would be the average of evaluated NTGRs 1125 

conducted in PYt-1 and PYt.  For example, if parties cannot reach a consensus on 1126 

a NTG ratio value for the upcoming PY4 that begins on June 1, 2014, then the 1127 

average of the evaluated NTGR values from the PY2 and PY3 evaluations would 1128 

be applied.  Staff’s proposal provides more certainty than the Plan 1 NTG 1129 

Framework approach of a fully retrospective NTG ratio application for energy 1130 

efficiency programs undergoing significant market change because the evaluation 1131 

result from PYt-1 should be known at the time that planning for PYt+1 takes place.  1132 

In some cases, the estimated NTG ratio for PYt may be available by March 1 of the 1133 
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current program year as well, so that there would not be any retrospective 1134 

application of NTG in cases where Nicor Gas has encouraged its evaluator to 1135 

produce NTG ratio results early enough in the program year.  Thus, Staff’s proposal 1136 

encourages timely completion of the evaluations.     1137 

Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG Framework still provides some uncertainty and 1138 

risk (albeit significantly diminished) because the result of PYt may not be known by 1139 

the time that the utility has to make plans for PYt+1.  However, even if it is not 1140 

known, the NTG ratio from PYt-1 would be known, so Nicor Gas would at least 1141 

know one of the two input NTG ratio values that are averaged in establishing the 1142 

deemed NTG ratio for the program year for such non-consensus NTG cases.  As 1143 

explained by Dr. Brightwell, since there is a small degree of uncertainty, the utility 1144 

has an incentive to agree to a consensus deemed value reflective of the value likely 1145 

to exist in the program year or to move funds away from a risky proposition and 1146 

towards less risky propositions.  This provides benefits to ratepayers because the 1147 

utility now has an incentive to manage risky programs rather than to divert the risk 1148 

to ratepayers.  1149 

Dr. Brightwell addresses other differences between the proposals such as 1150 

the problems associated with deeming NTGRs that are two years old under the 1151 

Company’s proposal of prospective-only application versus the partially retroactive 1152 

application in the case of non-consensus NTGR values under Staff’s proposal.  1153 

(See, Staff Ex. 2.0.)  Dr. Brightwell also addresses the third bullet point of the 1154 

Company’s framework regarding the inclusion and exclusion of spillover and free-1155 

ridership factors. 1156 
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Neither the Plan 1 NTG Framework nor the Company’s NTG Framework 1157 

define evaluated net-to-gross ratio values which is key in determining what NTG 1158 

ratio values are deemed.  Staff’s proposal provides this key definition to eliminate 1159 

uncertainty.  To eliminate this uncertainty in the context of other frameworks, the 1160 

Commission could define evaluated NTG ratios as those established using the 1161 

Commission-adopted NTG methodologies described below in the adoption of any 1162 

of the proposed NTG Frameworks in this proceeding.   1163 

B. NTG RATIO VALUES FOR PROGRAM YEAR 4 1164 

Q. Given the timeframe in Staff’s NTG Framework has passed for the first 1165 

program year of Plan 2, what NTGR values should be deemed for program 1166 

year 4? 1167 

A. The Commission should direct the Company to work with the SAG to reach 1168 

consensus on NTGR values to deem for PY4 and include such NTGR values for 1169 

PY4 in the remodeling of the Company’s portfolio for its Revised Plan filed as a 1170 

compliance filing in this docket.  The PY4 NTG discussion should initiate with a 1171 

memorandum from the Company’s existing Evaluator containing its initial 1172 

recommendations for deeming NTGR values for PY4.  This approach is 1173 

consistent with the first step in Staff’s Modified Illinois NTG Framework proposal. 1174 

C. IL-NTG METHODS 1175 

Q. What are your recommendations concerning the establishment of statewide 1176 

standardized net-to-gross methodologies? 1177 

A. I recommend the Commission adopt the following findings: 1178 
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(1) In order to help ensure the independence of the Evaluators and to improve 1179 
efficiency, consistency, transparency, and comparability in the evaluation 1180 
process, consistent statewide net savings or NTG methodologies shall be used 1181 
in the evaluations of comparable energy efficiency programs offered by different 1182 
Illinois program administrators. The Company is directed to require its Evaluator 1183 
to collaborate with the other Illinois Evaluators and the SAG to reach consensus 1184 
on the most defensible and well-vetted methodologies to assessing net-to-gross 1185 
ratios in particular markets for both residential and non-residential energy 1186 
efficiency programs in a manner consistent with the direction provided in Staff 1187 
Exhibit 1.0. 1188 

a. ICC Staff shall file the agreed-upon consensus statewide NTG 1189 
methodologies with the Commission as an appendix to the Updated IL-TRM.  1190 
If consensus is not reached on a certain component of the statewide NTG 1191 
methodologies, that particular non-consensus component should be 1192 
submitted in a manner consistent with the approach used for non-consensus 1193 
IL-TRM Updates.  It is efficient, transparent, and reasonable to keep the 1194 
Commission-adopted gross savings methodologies (IL-TRM) and net 1195 
savings methodologies (IL-NTG Methods) together. 1196 

Q. Why should the Commission order the use of consistent statewide NTG 1197 

methodologies?  1198 

A. In order to help improve efficiency, consistency, transparency, and comparability 1199 

in the evaluation process, the Commission should require consistent statewide 1200 

net savings methodologies or NTG methodologies (“IL-NTG Methods”) be used 1201 

in the evaluations of comparable energy efficiency programs offered by the 1202 

Illinois utilities and DCEO, program administrators for the Sections 8-103 and 8-1203 

104 energy efficiency programs in Illinois.  In the Company’s last Plan filing, the 1204 

Commission explicitly ordered the Company to coordinate with the other utilities, 1205 

DCEO, and SAG participants to develop standard statewide gross savings 1206 

methodologies for energy efficiency measures, which have since been 1207 

encapsulated in the IL-TRM.  Plan 1 Order at 30.  The IL-TRM was adopted by 1208 

the Commission in ICC Docket Nos. 12-0528 and 13-0437.   1209 
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With respect to creating standard methodologies for evaluating net savings 1210 

in Illinois, Nicor Gas states that [t]he Company supports ongoing efforts to improve 1211 

NTG evaluation methods, including sharing approaches among utilities and 1212 

evaluators.”  (Nicor Gas Resp. to Staff DR JLH 1.08, Staff Ex. 1.3, 8.)  In my 1213 

opinion, the current energy efficiency program Evaluators should take the lead in 1214 

compiling and formalizing standard net savings methodologies and protocols for 1215 

NTG in Illinois and collaborate with the SAG in the process.  Given the existing Plan 1216 

1 Evaluators are under contract with the Company for the evaluation of the PY3 1217 

energy efficiency programs, which have not yet started, it would be appropriate for 1218 

these existing Evaluators to work on the IL-NTG Methods over the next year. 1219 

To be clear, my recommendation is not to create entirely “new” NTG 1220 

methodologies for every energy efficiency program, but rather to assess NTG 1221 

methods that have been used to evaluate energy efficiency programs offered in 1222 

Illinois, and to have the Commission consider adoption of the most justifiable and 1223 

well-vetted methodologies (or potentially combine certain components from the 1224 

existing approaches to better represent the most justifiable and well-vetted method 1225 

consistent with best practices).  To the extent the Commission adopts the 1226 

Company’s recommendation to require that participant and non-participant spillover 1227 

be assessed for every energy efficiency program, there is potential that a new 1228 

spillover method may need to be vetted in the event that particular spillover 1229 

component has not been previously addressed in evaluations in Illinois.  The best 1230 

approaches will not be inflexible but will be adaptable to multiple program designs 1231 

and tailored to appropriately assess the specifics of each of the utilities’ energy 1232 
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efficiency programs, consistent with standard NTG methodologies adopted in other 1233 

states.  (See, Staff Ex. 1.7.) 1234 

The Commission has previously established that SAG’s responsibilities 1235 

include monitoring savings achieved and establishing consensus performance 1236 

metrics to evaluate portfolio and program performance.  Plan 1 Order at 30.  In the 1237 

Company’s last Plan filing, the Commission recommended that the independent 1238 

evaluator work with the SAG to ensure transparent and consistent methods for 1239 

determining electricity and natural gas savings.  Id.  The Commission emphasized 1240 

that “[i]t is critical that both gas and electric utilities are required to play by the same 1241 

rules and assumptions.”  Id.   1242 

Despite the Commission’s directives to the SAG to establish agreed-upon 1243 

metrics that would help ensure the utilities play by the same rules and assumptions, 1244 

this has not occurred to any significant extent for net savings methodologies, with 1245 

the exception of the joint evaluations.   Historically, there has not been consistency 1246 

across the Illinois utilities and DCEO Plans with respect to estimation of NTG ratios.  1247 

This inconsistency has been subject to significant controversy.  Contention over 1248 

spillover estimation approaches will be reduced with Commission-approved NTG 1249 

methodologies in place.  Consistent statewide NTG methods would be beneficial to 1250 

the utilities just as the development of the IL-TRM has been beneficial: by providing 1251 

greater consistency and certainty to utilities about likely future evaluation results, 1252 

and a process to allow all interested parties (including utilities) to vet the 1253 

reasonableness of the assumptions and algorithms impacting net savings.  It is 1254 

more efficient to vet NTG methodologies in a collaborative manner similar to the IL-1255 
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TRM process, instead of separately and individually for each utility and its 1256 

Evaluator.   1257 

There are inherent differences in the service territories of the utilities across 1258 

Illinois as well as differences in the energy efficiency program guidelines, rebate 1259 

amounts, and implementation approaches.  When significantly different NTG 1260 

results are found across comparable energy efficiency programs operated by 1261 

different utilities, it is often difficult (or impossible) to determine what proportion of 1262 

the differences in NTG results are real differences associated with such variation 1263 

between utilities’ energy efficiency programs as opposed to differences attributable 1264 

to the use of different NTG methods across utilities.  Indeed, the memorandum 1265 

containing the previously adopted NTG Framework expressed such concerns: 1266 

The PY1 evaluated NTG ratios for Residential lighting are significantly 1267 
different for Ameren and ComEd.  While there are real differences in 1268 
the demographics of their service territories that may have contributed 1269 
to this difference, it is important to note that the utilities used different 1270 
evaluation contractors and significantly different evaluation 1271 
methodologies. As a result, there is little certainty about the attribution 1272 
of these differences. We propose that wherever possible, joint and 1273 
consistent statewide evaluations be performed. This will eliminate 1274 
these uncertainties, allow for more direct comparison between 1275 
[program administrators’] performance, as well as provide economies 1276 
of scale and greater consistency and certainty to [program 1277 
administrators] about likely future evaluation results. We propose that 1278 
standardized approaches to measuring freeridership and spillover be 1279 
adopted in Illinois that ensure consistent measurement both across 1280 
territories and over time.  1281 

(Staff Ex. 1.6, 3-4 (footnote omitted).)  The omitted footnote in the quoted text 1282 

above states that “[a]n example of this exists in Massachusetts where all [program 1283 

administrators] have for roughly a decade used a standardized methodology and 1284 

set of survey questions that were collaboratively developed to measure 1285 
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freeridership and spillover every year. This approach has proven to provide 1286 

relatively stable results over time, and better elucidates differences between 1287 

[program administrators] that may result from different program approaches.”  Id.  1288 

Besides Massachusetts, other states including California have developed standard 1289 

statewide NTG methods.  (Staff Ex. 1.7.)  With the exception of DCEO, the non-1290 

residential NTG methodology used to evaluate Ameren, ComEd, MidAmerican 1291 

Energy, Nicor Gas, North Shore Gas, and Peoples Gas during the last Plan is 1292 

largely consistent with the California methodology, but the Illinois method includes 1293 

additional consistency-check questions and an unlike-spillover question battery to 1294 

assess participant spillover.  (Staff Ex. 1.5, 22; MidAmerican Rev. Ex. 2.2, 20, ICC 1295 

Docket No. 12-0132.)  1296 

Despite Commission direction to the SAG in the previous Plan docket as 1297 

described above, the fact remains that alternative NTG methodologies are currently 1298 

being implemented for comparable energy efficiency programs in Illinois, with the 1299 

exception of joint evaluations.  (Staff Ex. 1.5, 22.)  Accordingly, a Commission 1300 

directive to the Company is warranted.  The Commission should direct the 1301 

Company to require its Evaluators to collaborate with the other Illinois Evaluators 1302 

and the SAG to reach consensus on the best approaches to assessing NTG in 1303 

particular markets for both residential and non-residential energy efficiency 1304 

programs.  The Commission should also direct ICC Staff to file the agreed-upon 1305 

consensus statewide IL-NTG Methods with the Commission as an appendix to the 1306 

Updated IL-TRM.  The IL-TRM currently envisions having NTG-related information 1307 

in the appendices of the IL-TRM.  It is logical to have the Commission-adopted net 1308 
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savings (i.e., NTG) methodologies attached as an appendix to the Commission-1309 

adopted IL-TRM that contains the approved gross savings methodologies.  It is 1310 

efficient, transparent, and reasonable to keep the Commission-approved gross 1311 

savings methodologies and net savings methodologies together.  The Evaluators in 1312 

Illinois, through the SAG’s Technical Advisory Committee (“TAC”), have currently 1313 

been working on understanding and reconciling differences in NTG methods for 1314 

non-residential energy efficiency programs, so a consistent IL-NTG Method for the 1315 

non-residential energy efficiency programs should be able to be completed soon.  1316 

(Staff Ex. 1.5, 20.)  In the unlikely event consensus is not reached on a certain 1317 

component of the statewide IL-NTG Methods, that particular non-consensus 1318 

component should be submitted to the Commission in a manner consistent with the 1319 

approach used for non-consensus IL-TRM Updates.  Procedurally, it is reasonable 1320 

to keep the gross savings methodologies and net savings methodologies together, 1321 

including the resolution of disputes. 1322 

Q. If the Company’s proposed NTG Framework is adopted, should the 1323 

Commission still require the adoption of consistent IL-NTG Methods? 1324 

A. Yes.  Adoption of the Company’s NTG Framework makes it even more important 1325 

that consistent IL-NTG Methods be adopted because the Company’s framework 1326 

results in deeming outdated NTG ratios estimated by the Evaluator specifically 1327 

for the Company’s energy efficiency programs.  While adoption of consistent IL-1328 

NTG Methods would not remove the inherent problem with the Company’s NTG 1329 

Framework where it relies completely on evaluated NTG ratios that are at least 1330 

two years old without regard to program design changes (e.g., shift to upstream 1331 
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approach for residential furnace program) or sampling issues, it would result in a 1332 

deemed NTG ratio that was based on a Commission-approved NTG ratio 1333 

methodology, as opposed to a NTG ratio estimated potentially using 1334 

controversial NTG methods.     1335 

D. FUEL SWITCHING MEASURES  1336 

Q. Please specify the Company’s request concerning fuel switching measures. 1337 

A. Nicor Gas requests “that the Commission direct that all stakeholders continue to 1338 

work together in the SAG to develop approaches required for delivering fuel 1339 

switching measures that are consistent with the provisions of [Section] 8-104(b).”  1340 

(Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, 40:870-872.) 1341 

Q. How do you respond to the Company’s request? 1342 

A. I request clarification from the Company in its rebuttal testimony regarding its 1343 

request.  I request the Company clarify in its rebuttal testimony the process it 1344 

would propose to establish this needed certainty concerning the evaluation of 1345 

fuel switching measures and whether discussions at the SAG would provide the 1346 

Company with enough certainty to potentially implement the fuel switching 1347 

measures.  In addition to the fuel switching measures, I propose that other 1348 

outstanding issues associated with savings attribution toward savings goals 1349 

related to the treatment of interactive effects and the statewide code collaborative 1350 

that Nicor proposes to offer under its Business New Construction Program (Nicor 1351 

Gas Ex. 1.1, 14) also be addressed through such process.  The Commission 1352 

should direct Nicor Gas to have evaluation issues that are more technical in 1353 
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nature that are associated with fuel switching measures such as CHP systems 1354 

addressed in the next IL-TRM Update.  1355 

III. CONCLUSION 1356 

Q. Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony? 1357 

A. Yes. 1358 
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In order to provide the proper incentives to encourage a Utility to make appropriate 
program changes to ensure against high free-ridership in the following program year 
(PYt+1),1 the basis of deeming2  a specific net-to-gross ratio (“NTGR”) value shall be that it 
represents the best estimate of what the evaluated NTGR value would reasonably be 
expected to be in the following program year (PYt+1) taking into consideration the best 
information available about the measure, program design, incentive levels, market, energy 
codes, and any other factors that could influence the level of free-ridership and spillover in 
the following program year (PYt+1).  The following eleven steps set forth the Modified 
Illinois Net-To-Gross Framework. 

(1) Each Evaluator shall submit to the Utility, ICC Staff, Illinois Energy Efficiency 
Stakeholder Advisory Group (“SAG”) Facilitator, and/or the SAG a memorandum 
documenting the NTGR values, showing both free-ridership and spillover 
components, that it proposes to deem for the following program year (PYt+1) 
(hereinafter, “Evaluator’s Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1”).  The basis of the 
Evaluator’s proposed NTGR values shall be its best estimate of what the evaluated 
NTGR would reasonably be expected to be in the following program year (PYt+1) 
based on the best information available about factors that could influence the level 
of free-ridership and spillover in the following program year (PYt+1).   

a. Each Evaluator’s Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 shall include the 
following information:  

i. the scope of what each proposed NTGR value would be applicable to 
(e.g., specific measure technology, IL-TRM measure name and code, 
measure type, program element, program, fuel type savings);  

ii. the previously evaluated NTGR values (including draft evaluation 
results when final evaluation results are not available), showing both 
free-ridership and spillover components, along with NTGR 
methodology type, sample size, references, and other relevant 
information; 

iii. the Evaluator’s proposed NTGR values showing both free-ridership 
and spillover components; or if retroactive3 application is preferred for 

                                            
1 The nomenclature used in this document uses “t” to denote a time variable.  PYt represents the current 
program year, PYt+1 reflects the next program year, and so on. 
2 Deeming of a NTGR value means that the Utility knows with certainty that the deemed NTGR value will 
ultimately be applied by the Commission in evaluating whether the Utility complied with the statutory 
savings goals set forth in Sections 8-103 and 8-104 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“Act”). 
3 Retroactive application means that the Utility does not know with certainty the NTGR value that will 
ultimately be applied by the Commission in evaluating whether the Utility complied with the statutory 
savings goals.  This uncertainty will persist until the Commission makes a decision in the Utility’s 
compliance with energy savings goal docket.    
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the free-ridership and/or spillover components, then the proposed 
evaluation approach for estimating the NTGR component for PYt+1; 

iv. the rationale for why the proposed NTGR value is the best estimate 
of what the evaluated NTGR would reasonably be expected to be in 
the following program year (PYt+1) after taking into consideration the 
best information available to the Evaluator from primary or secondary 
evaluation research about the measure, program design, incentive 
levels, market, energy codes, and any other factors that could 
influence the level of free-ridership and spillover in the following 
program year (PYt+1);  

v. if evaluations from other jurisdictions are relied upon, relevance to the 
Illinois energy efficiency program in question shall be demonstrated 
and the NTGR methodology type, sample size, references, and other 
relevant information shall be provided; 

vi. a table identifying the NTGR values proposed for deeming for PYt+1. 

(2) Utilities host a teleconference meeting for SAG participants to discuss Evaluator’s 
Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 (allows for questions from all parties, 
clarifications, discussion of rationale, raise concerns, etc.). 

(3) All non-evaluator parties (jointly or individually) can submit Party’s Memo on 
Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 – Response to Evaluator. 

(4) Utilities host a teleconference meeting for SAG participants  to discuss NTGR 
values and Party’s Memo(s) on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 – Response to 
Evaluator and attempt to reach consensus.  Evaluators distribute detailed meeting 
notes no later than three days after the meeting.  

(5) Evaluator’s Revised Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 incorporating 
consensus items and their proposed resolution for any non-consensus items.  

(6) All non-evaluator parties (jointly or individually) may submit Party’s NTGR Objection 
Memo clarifying any remaining non-consensus positions, if any.  A Party’s NTGR 
Objection Memo shall be submitted to the Utility, SAG Facilitator, ICC Staff, and/or 
the SAG that documents any objections to the proposed NTGR values contained in 
the Evaluator’s Revised Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1.  Failure of a party 
to submit a Party’s NTGR Objection Memo by the deadline specified shall be 
construed as concurrence with deeming the NTGR values proposed in the 
Evaluator’s Revised Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1.  If no Party’s NTGR 
Objection Memo is submitted on a particular proposed NTGR value by the deadline 
specified, then the Evaluator’s proposed NTGR value contained in the Evaluator’s 
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Revised Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 is considered to be “consensus”4 
and shall be effectively deemed for the next program year (PYt+1).   

(7) Utilities host a teleconference meeting(s) for SAG participants to discuss the 
Evaluator’s Revised Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 and any Party’s NTGR 
Objection Memo(s), and attempt to reach consensus.  Evaluators distribute detailed 
meeting notes no later than three days after the meeting(s). 

(8) In cases where consensus is not reached on an individual NTGR value by February 
20 (i.e., a Party’s NTGR Objection Memo is received regarding an individual NTGR 
value and is not resolved by February 20), the non-consensus individual NTGR 
value for the applicable program year (PYt+1) shall be deemed at the average of 
the evaluated NTGR values5 from PYt and PYt-1.6  In the event there is non-
consensus on an individual NTGR value and there are no Illinois evaluations 
available, an explanation of the non-consensus issue may be filed with the 
Commission with a request for resolution prior to June 1.  

(9) Evaluator’s Memo on Deemed NTGRs for PYt+1 should reflect the final consensus 
NTGR values and non-consensus deemed NTGR formulas with NTGR values 
where available that are applicable to PYt+1. 

(10) Utilities shall file in the initial TRM approval docket 12-0528 a list of the consensus 
NTGR values and non-consensus deemed NTGR formulas with NTGR values 
where available that are applicable to PYt+1 and supporting work papers (i.e., 
Evaluator’s Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1, Party’s Memo(s) on Proposed 
NTGRs for PYt+1 – Response to Evaluator, Evaluator’s Revised Memo on 
Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1, Evaluator’s Memo on Deemed NTGRs for PYt+1).  
Supporting work papers help ensure compliance with the NTG Framework process.  
In the event that consensus is not reached on a new program NTGR value, then 
the respective Utility may file a petition requesting the Commission establish a 
deemed NTGR value.  The filing will articulate the Evaluator’s and the Utility’s 
positions and rationale for deeming specific NTGR values.  Failure of a Utility to file 
consensus and non-consensus deemed NTGR values with supporting work papers 
by March 5 (PYt) results in retroactive application7 of NTGR values for that 
upcoming program year (PYt+1).  

                                            
4 Consensus means that no party indicates they oppose a specific NTGR value enough to contest it 
before the Commission. 
5 Evaluated NTGR values are NTGR values estimated by the evaluators using only data collected from 
the Utility’s customers and contractors in the Utility’s service territory. 
6 If only one evaluated NTGR value will be available, then that single evaluated NTGR value shall be 
deemed. 
7 Retroactive application means that the Utility does not know with certainty the NTGR value that will 
ultimately be applied by the Commission in evaluating whether the Utility complied with the statutory 
savings goals.  This uncertainty will persist until the Commission makes a decision in the Utility’s 
compliance with energy savings goal docket.    
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(11) While  deemed  NTGR  values  are  not  subject  to  retroactive  adjustments  based 
on  new evaluation findings, the evaluation reports will show both deemed savings 
(based on deemed NTGRs for purposes of crediting Utility savings) as well the 
actual estimated NTGR value and net savings for that program year. While the 
deemed values will be the official claimed savings, and filed by each Utility in its 
respective compliance with energy savings goal docket, the information will provide 
straightforward and transparent data on the Evaluators’ best estimates of net 
savings, as well as a comparison of how close the deemed NTGR values are to the 
final evaluation results. 

 

Finally, Table 1 outlines the deadlines associated with the Modified Illinois Net-To-
Gross Framework. 
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Table 1.  Modified Illinois Net-To-Gross Framework Timeline
Residential 
Programs

Non-Residential 
Programs

On or before… On or before…
(1) Evaluator’s Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 November 1 December 1

(2) Utilities host a teleconference meeting for SAG participants to discuss 
Evaluator’s Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1  (allows for questions from 
all parties, clarifications, discussion of rationale, raise concerns, etc.)

November 15 December 10

(3) All non-evaluator parties (jointly or individually) can submit Party’s Memo on 
Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 – Response to Evaluator December 1 December 20

(4) Utilities host a teleconference meeting for SAG participants  to discuss 
NTGR values and Party’s Memo(s) on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 – 
Response to Evaluator  and attempt to reach consensus.  Evaluators distribute 
detailed meeting notes no later than three days after the meeting. 

December 10 January 15

(5) Evaluator’s Revised Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1 , incorporating 
consensus items and their proposed resolution for any non-consensus items. December 20 January 25

(6) All non-evaluator parties (jointly or individually) may submit Party’s NTGR 
Objection Memo  clarifying any remaining non-consensus positions, if any. January 10 February 5

(7) Utilities host a teleconference meeting(s) for SAG participants to discuss the 
Evaluator’s Revised Memo on Proposed NTGRs for PYt+1  and any Party’s 
NTGR Objection Memo(s) , and attempt to reach consensus.  Evaluators 
distribute detailed meeting notes no later than three days after the meeting(s).

February 20 February 20

(8) In cases where consensus is not reached on an individual NTGR value by 
February 20 (i.e., a Party’s NTGR Objection Memo  is received regarding an 
individual NTGR value and is not resolved by February 20), the non-consensus 
individual NTGR value for the applicable program year (PYt+1) shall be deemed 
at the average of the evaluated NTGR values from PYt and PYt-1.  In the event 
there is non-consensus on an individual NTGR value and there are no Illinois 
evaluations available, an explanation of the non-consensus issue may be filed 
with the Commission with a request for resolution prior to June 1.

February 20 February 20

(9) Evaluator’s Memo on Deemed NTGRs for PYt+1 February 25 February 25
(10) Utilities shall file in the initial TRM approval docket 12-0528 a list of the 
consensus NTGR values and non-consensus deemed NTGR formulas with 
NTGR values where available that are applicable to PYt+1 and supporting work 
papers (e.g., Evaluator’s Memo on Deemed NTGRs for PYt+1 ).  In the event 
that consensus is not reached on a new program NTGR value, then the 
respective Utility may file a petition requesting the Commission establish a 
deemed NTGR value.  The filing will articulate the Evaluator’s and the Utility’s 
positions and rationale for deeming specific NTGR values. Failure of a Utility to 
file consensus and non-consensus deemed NTGR values with supporting work 
papers by March 5 (PYt) results in retroactive application of NTGR values for the 
upcoming program year (PYt+1).

March 5 March 5

Note:  All memorandums shall be submitted to the Utility, SAG Facilitator, ICC Staff, and/or the SAG.
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Hinman, Jennifer

From: Randy Gunn <randy.gunn@navigant.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:34 PM
To: Hinman, Jennifer; Kennedy, Tom; Brightwell, David
Cc: Jeff Erickson; Julianne Meurice; Kevin Grabner; Fagan, Jennifer 

(Jennifer.Fagan@itron.com); Mary Sutter (msutter@opiniondynamics.com); Hannah 
Arnold (harnold@opiniondynamics.com); Rob Neumann; Laura Agapay-Read; Jennifer 
Barnes

Subject: Schedules for Deeming EE Values

Dear Tom, Jennifer and David, 
 
The evaluators for the Illinois utility EE programs talked on Friday to follow up on our conversation with you last week on 
the deeming schedules for energy efficiency evaluation work in Illinois. Our suggestions below reflect the fact that July 
through October are evaluators’ busiest months to produce draft evaluation results. We think the schedules below are 
workable. 
 
TRM Updates 

 July 1st: the TRM Technical Committee informs the evaluators and others which measures are high or medium 
priority measures, for which work papers need to be prepared. 

 August 1st: updates to existing measure work papers to clarify terms or approaches will be completed. 

 October 1st: completely new work papers for new measures will be completed. 
 
NTG Updates 

 November 1st: draft residential NTG estimates will be completed for the program year that ended May 31st. 

 December 1st: : draft commercial/industrial NTG estimates will be completed for the program year that ended 
May 31st. 

 
The evaluators note that NTG estimates have rarely changed significantly from their draft values to their final values. 
 
We hope this information is helpful. Please let us know if you have any questions or comments. 
 
Thanks, 
Randy 
 
Randy Gunn | Managing Director | Energy | Navigant 
30 S. Wacker | Suite 3100 | Chicago, IL 60606 
312.583.5714 Office | 312.583.5701 Fax 
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